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Abstract
Historically, software development projects are challenged with problems concerning budgets,
deadlines and the quality of the produced software. Such problems have various causes like the high
number of unplanned activities and the operational dynamics present in this domain. Most activities
are knowledge-intensive and require collaboration of various actors. Additionally, the produced
software is intangible and therefore difficult to measure. Thus, software producers are often
insufficiently aware of the state of their source code, while suitable software quality measures are
often applied too late in the project lifecycle, if at all.
Software development processes are used by the majority of software companies to ensure the quality
and reproducibility of their development endeavors. Typically, these processes are abstractly defined
utilizing process models. However, they still need to be interpreted by individuals and be manually
executed, resulting in governance and compliance issues. The environment is sufficiently dynamic that
unforeseen situations can occur due to various events, leading to potential aberrations and process
governance issues. Furthermore, as process models are implemented manually without automation
support, they impose additional work for the executing humans. Their advantages often remain hidden
as aligning the planned process with reality is cumbersome.
In response to these problems, this thesis contributes the Context-aware Process Management (CPM)
framework. The latter enables holistic and automated support for software engineering projects and
their processes. In particular, it provides concepts for extending process management technology to
support software engineering process models in their entirety. Furthermore, CPM contributes an
approach to integrate the enactment of the process models better with the real-world process by
introducing a set of contextual extensions. Various events occurring in the course of the projects can
be utilized to improve process support and activities outside the realm of the process models can be
covered. That way, the continuously growing divide between the plan and reality that often occurs in
software engineering projects can be avoided. Finally, the CPM framework comprises facilities to
better connect the software engineering process with other important aspects and areas of software
engineering projects. This includes automated process-oriented support for software quality
management or software engineering knowledge management. The CPM framework has been
validated by a prototypical implementation, various sophisticated scenarios, and its practical
application at two software companies.
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Part I
Problem Statement and
Requirements

1 Introduction

1. Introduction
Software Engineering (SE) is a discipline that implies special properties for process enactment. On
one hand, these are correlated with the special properties of the produced product, i.e., the software:
complexity, conformity, changeability, and invisibility [Broo87]. On the other, IT support for SE
processes is not mature yet, since SE implies a highly dynamic and creative process. Furthermore, the
impact of process management in SE has been underestimated for a long time [Wall07]. Over decades,
many SE process models as well as models for SE process improvement have been developed and
been introduced to practice. In other areas, like industrial production, such processes have been
automated and supported by process management technology [LeRo00]. Yet implementation and
automated enactment of processes is not prevalent in SE, mostly due to the dynamic nature of these
knowledge-intensive processes that contradict the rigid sequencing of process activities necessary for
an automated enactment.
SE processes are essentially knowledge-intensive, i.e., they depend on knowledge workers to a large
extend [KeHa02]. The highly intellectual SE process implies a high amount of communication.
Compared to industrial production processes, SE processes rely much more on humans and highly
collaborative team interactions. Note that each SE project constitutes a development project,
producing a unique outcome. For such projects, the rigidity of prescribed processes mostly does not
fit. Further, it was already stated that dynamic processes supporting collaboration as well as
communication can be beneficial [Shet97]. Usually, SE processes deal with the development of a new
product (i.e., the software), which is a knowledge-intensive task [RaTi99]. In this context, necessary
facts, much information and comprehensive knowledge are handled manually and implicitly by the
humans involved. Hence, automation is not feasible and SE processes are usually performed manually
in a documentation-centric way [RBTK05]. In turn, this often implies high manual efforts for humans
as they have to manage the process models. Moreover, actual process enactment largely depends on
humans. Many tasks and activities are not part of the process models. Especially on the operational
level, where activities like coding and testing are performed, only limited support for the software
engineers is available from SE process models. Thus, there is a growing gap between the specified
process and the one actually executed.
Another specialty of SE projects is the product developed. Software has special properties whose
combination differentiates it from many other products: complexity, conformity, changeability, and
invisibility [Broo87]. These properties make it difficult to be aware of the status of the software. In
many software producing companies, human tasks, requirements, and the realization of the
requirements are managed in some way. However, due to the often high number of humans working
concurrently on numerous source code artifacts, the quality of the source code can deteriorate
unnoticed. Thus, many projects struggle with bad source code quality [Jone10]. However, to be
enforced, software quality must be defined and measured [Kan02]. In many cases, resources are
wasted by neglecting software quality issues and respective software quality measures until the final
stages of a project [Hami88, SHK98]. Another issue of software quality comes with the lacking ability
of many companies to actually control, manage and support their knowledge-intensive and humancentric processes [BDS+99, Ambl02, Wall07, Dust04, SBBK08]. Due to these issues, projects suffer
from bad software quality as well as exceeded budgets and deadlines having issues on both the process
and the product side. Altogether, it is desirable to integrate software quality assurance tightly and
smoothly with process management to enable the continuous monitoring of product quality.
Business Process Management and the introduction of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS)
has been a continuous trend in various business areas. In particular, the explicit governance of
activities by a PAIS enables improved repeatability of the process and can thus improve the quality of
the product [ReWe12, DAH05]. Domains in which PAIS have been successfully introduced include
3
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health care [LeRe07], automotive engineering [MHHR06, MRH08], finance [GoAk03] and
transportation [Bass05]. To be able to comprehensively cover all activities executed as well as
optimize the whole process executed in an organization, the business process lifecycle [GeTs98,
vdAa04, WRWR09] is roughly separated into several phases (cf. Figure 1-1): First the process is
defined, which implies a design process. Further, this phase might include the discovery of executed
processes through process mining [vdAa11, vdWe04, vWM04]. Following the design phase, the
process is implemented. In the subsequent enactment phase, the process is used to govern the activities
it was designed for. Data from this enactment phase is then used for the diagnosis phase, which can be
applied to optimize the process as well as to adapt it to environmental changes. With the results from
the diagnosis phase the cycle can be restarted.

Figure 1-1: Process lifecycle (adopted from [vdAa04])
To enable continuous support and guidance for a process, automated IT support is desirable. To
achieve the latter, processes can be implemented using PAIS [vdvH02]. Such systems provide support
for automated process enactment, automated task distribution to humans, coordination, and monitoring
of different process instances. That way, process enactment can be guided and process diagnosis be
supported, since the executed activities are explicitly governed. This makes the entire process
enactment more traceable and repeatable.
The described factors hamper successful process enactment in the SE domain. Many of the issues
discussed, however, are related to the dynamics of SE projects [BDS+99, Ambl02]. In fact, numerous
obstacles inhibit automated SE process management (SEPM) at the operational level. These include a
high number of dynamically executed small tasks like bug fixing, coding, developer tests, or
integration tests. Respective tasks may not even be covered on the more abstract planning levels where
the entire project, its process, and different phases are managed. Such activities also imply many
contextual dependencies, i.e., they rely on properties relating to the current situation, e.g., time
pressure in the projects or technology used. Another factor is the great number of involved artifacts,
e.g., documentation artifacts, specifications, or the source code itself. These artifacts often have many
relations with each other and are frequently changed by various persons. This involves a great amount
of tacit knowledge crucial to the projects that is only implicitly managed by these persons. In turn, this
puts high pressure on them: Because of the high dynamicity, the concurrent enactment of multiple
projects, the absence of clearly defined and stable requirements, and many other factors, much is left
to them. This constitutes a great burden as well as high efforts for software engineers. Due to the lack
of repeatability and guidance of these knowledge processes, it is rather likely that the knowledge
worker forgets important tasks or unintentionally introduces new problems to the source code.
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1.1. Problem Statement
As shown by many studies, SE projects have been suffering from problems with exceeded budgets,
missed schedules, and low product quality for a long time [NaRa68, Broo87, Glas98, Kruc04, Jone10].
Many of these problems are resulting from the adolescence of SE as a discipline and special properties
of this discipline having a great impact on SE projects. These properties (e.g., the intangible product or
the knowledge-intensive, human-centric SE process) are exhibited, in both the created product and in
the SE process. Based on this, three main topics introducing serious issues to SE can be observed:
First, the knowledge-intensive process puts much pressure on the involved humans. Second, the
intangible product makes it difficult to control the latter and might introduce severe quality issues.
Looking at these two problematic sides of SE projects, a third topic comes into mind: there exist tools
that support various SE aspects but no comprehensive and automatic process support, incorporating
humans and artifacts, is prevalent.
Note that we will use the term process and workflow with different meanings. Process will be referred
to as something rather abstract that is not implemented in software. Workflow will be referred to as
something more concrete and operational as well as something that is implemented using a software
tool and, therefore, as an automated facility to govern the flow of activities.
Manual process implementation. Process automation was mainly applied in areas in which
foreknown activity sequences exist, but not in scenarios requiring the enactment of a human-centric
and knowledge-intensive process [MBR15]. In SE, therefore, there exists not much experience with
process automation. Process models are available containing information important for the projects
[BWHW06, RiJa00, Mall09]. However, these remain rather abstract and prescriptive [BDS+99,
Ambl02]. Hence, manual implementation becomes necessary. Consequently, the involved persons are
responsible for enacting the SE process without automated governance or enforcement. This implies
shortcomings with respect to guidance, traceability, monitoring, and diagnosis of the activities
executed, as abstract process models mostly do not reach the actual executing persons [Wall07]. In
particular, they tend to fail in providing operational guidance. Since the quality of the software product
is depending on the quality of the SE process [Wall07], this affects product quality as well. The gap
between the abstract process models and the actual executed activities also prevents comprehensive
coverage of all activities in the SE process. Many activities are executed ad-hoc and cannot be traced.
However, if many are activities executed outside the SE process, knowledge about actual process
enactment cannot be established. In turn, this makes it difficult to enable reproducibility of processes
and projects or the process improvement measures applied.
Knowledge-intensive processes. The issue with lacking process automation is epitomized by the fact
that the process is both complex and knowledge-intensive. As stated, SE processes involve new
product development, which is a knowledge-intensive task [RaTi99]. Even if not dealing with product
development, SE processes are mostly knowledge-intensive [KeHa02]. There is a need for capturing
and sharing various types of information, including domain knowledge, knowledge about
technologies, or knowledge about national or local policies [LiRu02]. Supporting this with an
automated tool can be beneficial [TFB00]. Often, Wikis are used for SE knowledge management since
they can be easily created and information can be quickly accessed [SBBK08]. However, retrieving
contextually relevant information from Wikis is a difficult task [SBBK08]. Thus, knowledge
management as well as knowledge transfer is hampered. However, SE is essentially a collaborative
activity [JYW07, CoCh06]. Consequently, the other side of knowledge-intensive processes concerns
the collaborations of the various individuals working in these processes [MBR15, MuRe14]. The
different connections between humans, teams, tools, and artifacts are of crucial importance for SE
success [JYW07, SQTR07]. However, efficient communication and process-aware collaboration
remain a great challenge [Dust04], and, to a large extend, team work remains unpredictable and
unplannable [BSV07]. Moreover, collaborative work in SE is still not adequately supported by tooling
in SE [LeBo07].
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Product quality issues. The created product – the software – has specific properties making it
difficult to monitor and control its status. In turn, this complicates SE projects. Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) has proven to be essential for SE. In particular, it has been shown that SQA has
impact on project costs [Hami88, KKKM00, HuBo06, MSG13], which makes effective and efficient
SQA mandatory. Effective application of software measurement remains a big challenge for software
vendors [STT06]. Furthermore, software quality measures are often applied too late in the projects,
although it has been proven that their application in earlier stages could save time and money
[Hami88, SHK98]. Note that the application of quality measures is also problematic, since their
effectiveness as well as efficiency depend on various factors, like the applicability of the measure, the
project timing, worker competency, or correct execution of the measure [Hami88].

1.2. Contribution
This work originated from the Q-ADVICE (Quality ADVisory Infrastructure for Cooperative
Engineering) project, whose goal of this project was the creation of a concept as well as a prototypical
framework supporting the SE process. That concept as well as the framework shall enable the
automation of various supportive aspects enhancing the quality of the SE process as well as its
product. In Chapter 13, various aspects regarding the technical implementation of a prototype
framework are discussed. All chapters before that deal with the abstract approach that extends process
management technology to enable holistic support for SE projects taking into account the different
aforementioned problem areas. We call this approach CPM (Context-aware Process Management). Its
core contributions are aligned to the core problems identified:
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SE process model implementation support: CPM supports the implementation of entire SE
process models. It provides facilities to enable automated process enactment in SE projects. This
includes support for all process levels ranging from abstract processes to the concretely executed
workflows. Further, CPM provides facilities to integrate process enactment directly with the
project environment. Thus, a connection between the abstract process models and the concrete
activities on the operational level is established. Context information is automatically collected
and utilized for various purposes.
Advanced SE process enactment: CPM also integrates advanced process enactment features to
support dynamic domains as SE. It features dynamic processes, i.e., predefined processes may be
dynamically adapted to match different situations. Furthermore, CPM enables context-sensitive
adaptations, i.e., automatically collected context data is utilized to adapt running processes to the
needs of the current situation. Further, CPM features facilities to model and execute dynamic
workflows that are usually not covered by SE process models. Thus, these workflows can be
integrated with standard process enactment, and, hence, can be guided, traced, and can profit from
other CPM functionalities. Finally, CPM incorporates advanced facilities for exception handling.
These take various types of context knowledge into account, as, for example, the states of
activities, artifacts, or the SE process. Furthermore, CPM enables flexibility and automation for
handling exceptions and is capable of not only automatically determining the right exception
handling, but also the right person and time point for applying the handling.
Integration of processes with other areas of SE projects: CPM integrates process enactment
with other areas important for SE projects. One of these is quality assurance. This includes the
automatic detection of potential problems in source code artifacts as well as the management of
quality goals, proactive quality measures and reactive quality measures. Furthermore, quality
measures can be prioritized according to quality goals and be automatically and contextsensitively distributed to the executing persons in alignment with their standard process activities.
Another important area is SE knowledge management. CPM enables automatic management of
collected SE knowledge utilizing machine-readable semantics. That way, the context-sensitive
selection of applicable knowledge for SE engineers becomes possible. Furthermore, that
knowledge can be automatically injected into the running process to support SE engineers in
various situations. Finally, CPM supports collaboration in SE projects. It features various types of
meta information that allow automatically recognizing coherences between different activities and
artifacts even if they are executed in different areas or departments of a project and by different
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persons. With this information, different types of automated coordination become possible
ranging from simple information distribution to fully automated creation and distribution of new
activities.
This work provides an evaluation of the developed concepts as well. By implementing a prototypical
framework, questions regarding the technical feasibility of the approach are dealt with. Furthermore,
detailed studies demonstrating the applicability of the approach were conducted and the framework
was applied in two practical settings.

1.3. Outline
This thesis is split into five parts:
Part I (Problem statement and requirements) provides the motivation of holistic process and
project support for SE. In Chapter 2 research question and research methodology are described.
Chapter 3 provides background information on the SE domain and SE processes, whereas Chapter 4
elicits basic requirements for a tool providing automated holistic support in this domain.
Part II (Solution) is devoted to the solution. It starts with Chapter 5 providing basic information
needed for understanding the work. In Chapter 6, the abstract solution approach is described. Then,
Chapter 7 discusses the contextual extensions to process management concepts being the basis for all
other components of the solution. Chapter 8 elaborates on the approach taken for modeling and
enacting dynamic workflows extrinsic to the SE process models. In turn, Chapter 9 discusses
automated contextual support for SE quality management. Chapter 10 gives insights into task
coordination and Chapter 11 deals with SE process exception handling. Finally, Chapter 12 describes
the automated contextual integration of knowledge management into the SE process.
Part III (Evaluation) is dedicated to the evaluation. Chapter 13 gives details on the technical
feasibility and the implementation of the approach. Chapter 14 shows the practical applicability of the
solution to a set of concrete scenarios. Finally, a discussion of related work and threats to validity is
provided in Chapter 15.
Part IV (Conclusion) concludes the thesis with a summary and an outlook.
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2. Research Methodology
This chapter presents the research questions addressed by this thesis as well as the research
methodology applied.

2.1. Research Questions
Chapter 1 presented a problem statement and distilled main problem areas backed up by literature
references: (1) the inadequate process support and implementation in SE; (2) the inadequate support of
humans and their interaction in these knowledge-intensive processes; and (3) the inadequate
integration of the product and its quality management into these processes. The first item corresponds
to the process itself while the other two items refer to the integration of the process and other
important aspects of the SE project. Thus, this thesis deals with three main research questions, the first
being the general leading theme of the thesis and the other two refining the first.
Research Question 1: Is it possible to support SE projects by not only documenting, but operationally
guiding and supporting their processes?
Research Question 2: Is it possible to operationalize and guide entire SE process models with
(existing) automated tools?
Research Question 3: Is it possible to connect SE process enactment comprehensively to the actual
course of the projects including artifacts and humans?
To answer these research questions the course of action is to analyze SE projects in practice as well as
to do a comprehensive literature study. Based on this, we will create more concrete requirements to be
fulfilled to answer the research questions.

2.2. Information Systems Research
In particular, this work deals with information systems supporting humans in SE. Therefore, this work
relies on a combination of two science disciplines applied for Information Systems (IS) research that
was postulated in [HMPR04, HeMa03]: design science and behavioral science [MaSm95]. In the
following, we will briefly explain this combination and its suitability for this work.
Information Systems research approaches following behavioral science seek to provide a better
understanding of the interplay of organizations, humans, and technologies that have a huge impact on
the performance of those organizations. Behavioral approaches, therefore, develop theories to explain
or predict organizational phenomena concerning the management, implementation, design, and
analysis of IS. Opposed to this, design science aims to create and evaluate concrete artifacts solving
the problems identified. These approaches are problem- and solution-oriented having their roots in
engineering and sciences of the artificial [Simo96]. As opposed to natural science, however, design
science approaches do not examine natural phenomena, but rather deal with those relating to and
created by humans [Simo96].
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Design plays a central role in these approaches and is to be understood as the goal-driven and
deliberate organization of resources for achieving these goals. The combination of these two
disciplines has been chosen in this thesis due to its applicability for complex and application-centric IS
problems. The latter often cannot be precisely specified (i.e., as mathematical model) and thus cannot
be optimally solved by one approach. Instead, they demand for more flexible descriptions and
solutions. As an example, [Simo96] presents the creation of a robust IS architecture and classifies
solutions to such problems as ‘satisfying’. This means that they may not be optimal, but well suited
and good enough for a certain class of problems.
In this work, the framework created in [HMPR04, HeMa03] is applied as shown in Figure 2-1:
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Figure 2-1: Research framework
As the first step, concrete experiences and information were gathered from two software-producing
small- or medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). On one hand, this information comprises concrete
requirements and the research goals. On the other, it consists of information about the concrete
infrastructure of these organizations, including artifacts, humans and tools.
In the second step, a detailed literature study was conducted revealing information crucial for the SE
domain. This included information from various applications for purposes like knowledge
management or process management as well as SE domain knowledge (i.e., process models or best
practices).
Based on the information gathered and aggregated, a framework was designed and developed. To
ensure practical applicability, the evaluation not only included different case studies but also a
concrete application of the developed framework in two practical settings.
For combining design science and behavioral science in IS research, [HMPR04, HeMa03] postulated
seven guidelines that shall ensure the validity and effectiveness of that research (cf. Table 2-1). In the
following, the application of these seven guidelines to this work is briefly discussed. Guidelines 1 and
7 are strictly followed as all efforts of this work result in concepts, algorithms and methods published
in scientific papers. The relevance of the objectives was proven by sources from literature as well as
the information gathered from two industrial software companies. The evaluation recommended by
Guideline 3 is conducted through practical usage by two software companies. As such industrial
evaluation with only three small teams is relatively fuzzy and error-prone, a set of concrete case
studies has been created to evaluate the applicability of the different contributions of this thesis.
Further, this work has a set of concrete contributions (cf. Guideline 4) outlined in Section 1.2. The
research rigor (cf. Guideline 5) is facilitated by not only creating design artifacts, but also using these
artifacts to create a concrete applicable solution (software) that can be practically applied. The search
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process recommended in Guideline 6 was also followed. By the usage of concrete scenarios and a
practical application, solutions that may not be optimal but yet satisfying for the problem were found.
Table 2-1: Research guidelines (adopted from [HMPR04])
Guideline

Description

G1: Design as an Artifact

Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a
construct, model, method, or instantiation.

G2: Problem Relevance

The objective of design-science research is to develop technology-based
solutions to important and relevant business problems.

G3: Design Evaluation

The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously
demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods.

G4: Research Contributions

Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous methods in
both the construction and evaluation of the design artifact.

G5: Research Rigor
G6: Design
Process

as

Effective design-science research must provide clear and verifiable
contributions in the areas of the design artifact, foundations, and/or
methodologies.

a

Search The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to reach
desired ends, while satisfying laws in the problem environment.

G7: Communication of
Research

Design-science research must be presented effectively both to technologyoriented as well as management-oriented audiences.
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3. Background
This chapter provides background information on the characteristics of the SE process and SE process
models, respectively. Section 3.1 briefly discusses basic properties of SE process enactment. Section
3.2 then introduces prevalent SE process models as suggested in literature. We provide historical
background and then present models prevalent in contemporary SE projects.

3.1. The Software Engineering Process
[BrBe11] provides the following definition of a software process: "A software process is a framework
for carrying out the activities of a project in an organized and disciplined manner. It imposes structure
and helps to guide the many humans and activities in a coherent manner. A software project
progresses through different phases, each interrelated and bounded by time. A software process
expresses the interrelationship among the phases by defining their order and frequency, as well as
defining the deliverable of the project. ... Specific software processes are called software process
models."
As already stated, the SE process is highly dynamic. On one hand, this results from the properties of
the created product (i.e., the software). On the other, the creation of the product implies a highly
intellectual, creative process that, in turn, necessitates much communication. The latter is needed
across different abstraction levels (i.e., from the high level process of a project down to the operational
level where concrete activities are executed) as well as different project areas (e.g., ‘Quality
Management’ or ‘Software Implementation’). This section enumerates the various groups of persons
involved, tasks executed, and artifacts processed in order to explain communication channels as well
as the highly dynamic properties of an SE process.
Usually, SE involves various roles [BrBe11]. First of all, there are the software vendor and its
customer, who have to agree on the product to be delivered. As part of the software vendor, there exist
vertically and horizontally divided areas. Vertically, there are levels such as company and business
management, project management, and project staff. Horizontally, aligned from the first product idea
to the final product, different teams participate: the requirements analysts communicate with the
customer eliciting concrete requirements for the product to be developed. They represent the customer
towards the developers. The architects are responsible for the technical foundations as well as
architecture of the software and design decisions. In turn, the developers are in charge of the concrete
realization of the requirements based on the chosen architecture. A test team verifies the technical
functionality of the software, while the requirements analysts are in charge of the functional inspection
of the software. Other responsibilities are related to configuration management, problem and change
management, and administration. Furthermore, it is common that multiple companies collaborate to
create one product or that in one company many projects are executed concurrently. Figure 3-1 shows
a schematic description of a selection of different actors, artifacts, activities, and areas of an SE project
together with their relations.
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Figure 3-1: Examples of SE entities
Besides the source code, the artifacts processed in a SE project include various plans and
specifications. In the following, a selection of artifacts are presented that have been standardized by
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). The software requirements specification
(SRS) [IEEE98a] covers the requirements of the software to be developed. The requirements can be
spilt into two parts: customer requirements (similar to the German 'Pflichtenheft') and development
requirements (similar to the German 'Lastenheft'). A software quality assurance plan (SQAP)
[IEEE02] covers all development, testing and training activities in the project. The software
configuration management plan (SCMP) [IEEE05], in turn, describes the necessary configuration
management activities. The software test documentation (STD) [IEEE07] contains the documents
needed for documenting the software tests. The software validation and verification plan (SVVP)
[IEEE04] manages how the validation and verification of the software shall be documented. The
design of the software is captured in the software design description (SDD) [IEEE09] and the
governance of the entire project is described in a software project management plan (SPMP)
[IEEE98b].
Usually, SE projects aim to create or extend software. In this context, various tasks need to be
accomplished and coordinated among different groups of persons implying different artifacts. A
project begins with the elicitation of its requirements. After their definition, the system architecture
must be chosen and built. In parallel, the solution concept needs to be developed, which is mostly done
in more than one step producing a preliminary concept first. The actual realization phase starts after
having determined all parameters. To be finally deployed the solution must first be tested and,
eventually, its different parts be integrated. The entire SE process is rather dynamic due to different
factors: The intangibility of the created product makes it difficult to preplan it comprehensively
implying a thing called ‘requirements creep’ [Jone96]. The latter describes the fact that in most SE
projects requirements are evolving and cannot be concretely defined upfront. Another negative effect
of the software’s properties is its aggravated measurability according to quality. To be able to improve
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the latter, quality goals must be defined and measured [Kan02]. However, many companies are
suffering severe problems in implementing effective measurement programs [STT06].

3.2. Software Engineering Process Models
Explicit SE process models have been developed and used for a long time in SE in order to enable
governance, guidance and support for the SE process. In addition, such SE process models shall
improve quality of the SE process as well as the produced product by enhancing repeatability and
avoiding uncoordinated ad-hoc activities. Furthermore, process models can be the basis for process
improvement since a process must be known to improve it. The following sub-sections give a brief
overview about common SE process models and approaches.

3.2.1. Classical Approaches
Classical approaches in process specification have existed for many decades. Compared to the more
recent agile approaches, they are based on a rather static and heavyweight process model.

Waterfall Model
The waterfall model [Royc70], which can be seen as the earliest structured system development
approach, was mentioned first in 1970. It describes a sequential SE process, which originates from the
manufacturing industries, and includes the phases depicted in Figure 3-2.
Requirements

Design

Implementation

Verification

Maintainance

Figure 3-2: The waterfall model
These phases are processed sequentially, assuming that a phase transition is only executed if the
current phase is finished. The process allows going back one step to the preceding phase, but not
further. The waterfall model has turned out to only poorly capture the properties of the SE process. In
particular, in SE it is usual that the requirements cannot be completely elicited before development
starts. As another disadvantage in SE, designs often cannot be translated into working products in a
straightforward way due to various limitations like, e.g., regarding technology.

Spiral Model
The spiral model combines elements of prototype-driven process methods with the classical SE
process of the waterfall model [Boeh88]. The former takes into account that it may be difficult to
know all system requirements upfront and thus proposes the development of system prototypes first.
Its primary focus is to manage and reduce the risks of the overall SE process. Figure 3-3 shows the
different phases of the process model.
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Figure 3-3: The spiral model (adopted from [Boeh88])
The process of the spiral model is represented as an expanding spiral corresponding to iterative
developments. The inner cycles represent early development stages with system analysis and
prototyping. In turn, the outer cycles represent the classic development cycle. Each cycle begins with
the activity of risk analysis to incrementally identify critical factors in the project. The model is
intended for big projects in risky areas and may imply too much management overhead for smaller
projects.

V-Model
The V-Model is named after the alignment of its activities in the process model: activities are aligned
like a ‘V’ as illustrated in Figure 3-4. The left side represents the elicitation of requirements and the
creation of various specifications, whereas the right side represents the verification and integration of
the developed system parts. The main objectives are the improvement of product quality and the
minimization of risks as well as the facilitated communication of stakeholders and cost reduction for
the whole project. The V-Model was initially developed for the German Federal Ministry of Defense
in 1986. It was refined later to the V-Model 97 incorporating new approaches like object orientation.
In 2005, it re-experienced a major refinement to the V-Model XT (eXtreme Tailoring) [IABG15]. The
focus of the new model was to be easily tailorable to various organizations. It further considered
stronger involvement of the customer, stronger modularization, and orientation towards incremental
approaches. As opposed to the models described before, the V-Model XT is a rather heavyweight
model, not only roughly describing different development phases, but also comprehensively covering
different project roles and groups as well as their communication (i.e., describing ‘Who’ has to do
‘What’ and ‘When’).
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Figure 3-4: The V-Model XT (adopted from [IABG15])
As shown in Figure 3-4, the V-Model not only comprises development tasks, but project acquisition
and definition tasks as well. For concrete development tasks (starting with ‘System specified’ until
‘Shipment conducted’), multiple iterations may be applied. The activities to reach the milestones are
rather abstract and comprise a number of more fine grained sub-activities. To group the latter, so
called process modules are used. For example, process module ‘System Development’ comprises 49
activities (e.g., ‘Preparing overall system specification’) of which some are even specified as a
workflow. Furthermore, the mentioned process module comprises 73 so-called products (i.e. artifacts)
like ‘In-service documentation’ (includes all data needed by the customer to properly operate the
system). These products have relations to the various activities as well as to roles (e.g., ‘Requirements
Analyst’). Furthermore, they have complex mutual relations, which include the ‘Content-Related
Product Dependencies‘ describing content-wise relations in the products, and ‘Generative Product
Dependencies’ describing that one product is needed creating another. A key feature of the V-Model
XT (eXtreme Tailoring) is its capability to tailor it to the current project by adding or omitting certain
process modules even while the project is active.

3.2.2. Agile Approaches
Agile SE approaches [FoHi01] have emerged since classical approaches often fail to cover the
dynamic nature of the SE process. In particular, agile approaches put more emphasis on the humans
enacting the process as on the process itself. Responding to change is more favored than rigidly
implementing a process model. Consequently, small, self-organizing teams are installed. Furthermore,
the customer is more tightly integrated into the SE process in order to be able to quickly communicate
changing requirements. Another important aspect concerns the utilization of short cycles, which
should always produce a working product. Thus, the customer can already get familiar with the
product and requirements changes can be communicated earlier.

Scrum
Scrum [DeSt90, TaNo86, ScBe01] is rather a framework than a full process model. Thereby, many of
the decisions in the SE process are left up to the team. Scrum teams are self-organizing and crossfunctional, meaning they comprise members of different groups such as developers, requirements
analysts, or testers. The Scrum process defines three main roles: ‘Scrum Master’, ‘Product Owner’,
and ‘Scrum Team’. The ‘Scrum Master’ is a kind of team leader whose main responsibility is the
support of the ‘Scrum Team’ by removing impediments that prevent the team from completing its
tasks. In turn, the ‘Product Owner’ is something like a proxy for the customer of the project: He
analyzes business needs and defines the requirements for the ‘Scrum Team’. The latter is in charge of
realizing the functionalities of the software to be produced. Figure 3-5 illustrates the process model.
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Figure 3-5: The Scrum process
As shown in Figure 3-5, the Scrum process features different artifacts called ‘Work Products’. These
can be separated into two categories: ‘Task Board’ and ‘Burndown Charts’ that list different activities
to be accomplished within a certain timeframe. The requirements (i.e., different functionalities of the
software) are represented by the ‘Product Backlog’, ‘Sprint Backlog’ and ‘Potentially Shippable
Product’. At the beginning of a project, which starts with the ‘Release Planning’ activity, the ‘Product
Backlog’ (including all desired functionalities) is specified and the number and length of sprints is
determined. After that, the backlog items are estimated by the team and prioritized by the ‘Product
Owner’. In the ‘Sprint Planning Meeting’, it is determined which items shall be realized in the current
sprint. These items are then moved to the ‘Sprint Backlog’. Within a sprint, all scheduled backlog
items are realized and everyday a short ‘Daily Scrum’ meeting is conducted for coordination purposes.
At the end of a sprint, the backlog items are reviewed with a presentation of the ‘Potentially Shippable
Product’ in the ‘Sprint Review Meeting’. Following the latter, there is an additional ‘Sprint
Retrospective Meeting’ to discuss the past sprint.

eXtreme Programming
eXtreme programming [Beck00a, Beck00b] targets at smaller teams and the programming tasks
constitute the main focus. As fundamental assumption, the customer does not know all requirements
prior to project start. Therefore, the entire process is organized incrementally and dynamically.
Requirements are described in terms of user stories which are a lean form of use cases focusing on the
user’s view of the system. Extreme programming describes an open, fluent process that relies heavily
on the participation of humans.
Some key practices are mentioned in the following: Programming is mostly done as pair programming
where two developers share one computer to develop the software. That way, knowledge transfer shall
be furthered and the error detection rate shall become high. Tasks are not distributed to humans, but to
the team, and then become dynamically distributed. Humans do not have strict responsibilities and
work is always shared. The dynamic process builds on permanent testing, integration and refactoring
of the code.
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Criticisms of extreme programming target at the low level of governance it provides, while relying
heavily on the participation of the involved humans, which presumes ideal developers and customers.
The process can be seen as too dynamic because it assumes continuous change. It has been proven that
changes of the requirements get more expensive in later project stages. Furthermore, in extreme
programming, it can be difficult to guarantee an exact amount of functionality at an exact time point.

Unified Process
The unified process [JBR99, Scot02] is an iterative SE process framework that is very popular and has
many derivates. As its two main characteristics, this process strongly focuses on the architecture of the
developed software and on addressing the risks in early project stages. The unified process knows four
project phases as depicted in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6: The Unified Process (OpenUP, adopted from [EcFo15])
The four phases (Inception, Elaboration, Construction and Transition) are separated into iterations. In
each phase, different amounts of work in the core disciplines are accomplished. These disciplines are
business modeling, requirements analysis, system analysis & design, implementation, testing,
deployment, configuration & change management, project management, and environmental tasks.
The unified process comprises several refinements with different focus. Probably, the most wellknown is the rational unified process (RUP) [Kruc99]. RUP is a sophisticated and heavyweight
variant, which governs activities in great detail. RUP contains over 30 roles and over 130 activities.
Thus, it can be used effectively only in teams of more than ten humans. Another refinement is the
Open Unified Process (OpenUP) [Ecfo15], which is part of the Eclipse process framework (EPF). All
these RUP variants aim to provide a simpler, open version of the process, while capturing all essential
characteristics of the unified process or RUP. OpenUP features three levels of granularity: At the
project level there are four phases (as defined by the Unified Process): Inception (roughly agree upon
the goals of the project), Elaboration (agree on the technical approach), Construction (realize main part
of the system), and Transition (make the system ready for its transition to customer). Within each of
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these phases, multiple iterations may take place. The iterations, in turn, comprise several more finegrained activities (e.g., ‘Develop Solution Increment’ for developing a new part of the software).
These activities may be specified in terms of workflows containing even more fine-grained activities
(like ‘Implement Solution’ or ‘Implement Developer Test’). The OpenUP process features different
kinds of guidance to support the project participants. Activities on the most concrete level are
supported by so called steps that roughly outline what has to be done to complete the activity.
Furthermore, the model features concrete checklists to be applicable at certain points.

3.3. Summary
This section provides a summary about the SE process extracted from the properties and criticisms of
the introduced process models. Due to the numerous efforts regarding explicit process models, it is
evident that they are essential for SE projects enhancing repeatability, traceability and, first of all,
quality of the process and thus of the product as well. Yet, it cannot be guaranteed that process models
are followed since they are mostly abstract and applied manually and documentation-centric.
The waterfall model and in the particular the criticism on it show that a rigid process is not the right
choice for mirroring the dynamic properties of the SE process. This results to a great extend from the
fact that all requirements can be known a priori only in very rare cases. The Spiral model, in turn,
tackles this issue as it provides an iterative process, which strongly targets at risk analysis and
prevention. Criticism on that model include that it is too heavyweight and not applicable to all kinds of
organizations. Finally, the V-Model XT incorporates far-reaching tailoring facilities to be applicable to
different organizations. It also puts a strong focus on risk management and communication support.
Yet it is still rather heavyweight and thus not suitable for small projects or teams.
Agile approaches were developed as answer to the heavyweight classical process models. Scrum, in
turn, puts a strong focus on humans and small self-organizing teams. eXtreme Programming is even
more targeted towards the individual. These approaches are lean, but criticism includes that there is
not enough governance and thus unpredictable results might be produced. The Unified Process is more
static focusing on the architecture. However, some refinements, including RUP, are considered too
heavyweight, same as the classical approaches.
All in all, comparing the criticism of the classical and the agile approaches, one can state that it is
difficult to provide appropriate process support for SE projects. On one hand, comprehensive process
models are often too static and require much cumbersome additional work imposed by the process
model. On the other, leaner and more dynamic process models often lack comprehensive support. In
particular, they considered to be chaotic and heavily relying on humans. Another fact we discussed
constitutes the diversity in SE process models. It is therefore not easy to select process support
matching the current company, organization and situation. None of the mentioned process models
seems to be applicable to all types of organizations. Altogether, it can be stated that striking a balance
can be beneficial, i.e., to provide process guidance without implying too much distractive additional
work. A tool providing automated assistance may aid in reaching that goal, taking cumbersome tasks
in heavyweight process models and supporting agile teams in the background.
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4. Requirement Analysis
This chapter deals with concrete problems and elicits basic requirements from the abstract problems
discussed in Chapter 1.

4.1. Concrete Problems
Basically, this work aims to support humans and to address the abstract problems discussed in the
preceding sections by a framework. In SE, various tools are prevalent supporting different aspects of
process implementation, knowledge management, or quality management. However, many problems
remain unsolved as mentioned by the various studies we reference in the relating chapters. To better
understand these problems and to support requirements elicitation, we split the three abstract problems
up to derive a greater set of more concrete problems that can be better connected to SE tool support.
As summary of these problem statements, we extract eight concrete problems relating to SE projects
and their process having a big impact on the quality of both the SE projects and the products created
by them (cf. Figure 4-1). The latter is separated vertically: On the left side, process specification
utilizing abstract process models is depicted. In the middle, the (automatically supported)
implementation of such process models is shown for concrete projects. Finally, the left side depicts the
SE process as it is really executed by humans creating and manipulating artifacts using SE tools.
We will further support these problem statements by concrete scenarios. The latter were created with
information from literature and especially with information gathered from two practical settings. For
confidentiality reasons the scenarios are abstracted and generalized. Further, they are centered around
a fictional company called ‘The Company’. Not all of the scenarios directly correlate with an abstract
problem identified in the Problem Statement. In particular, the first three problems (Automated
Process Governance, Context Integration, and Process Dynamicity) are of abstract nature playing a
role in most of the scenarios.
Lack of Automated Process Governance (Prob:AutoProc). One problem area concerns process
tracking and guidance, referred to as automated process governance in the following. If a project is to
be executed in an effective, efficient and repeatable manner, studies have shown that it should be
based on a defined process [GGK06]. Furthermore, process models may contain important information
about the projects [BWHW06, RiJa00, Mall09]. As discussed in Chapter 3, many SE process models
have been developed including Scrum [ScBe01], the Unified Process [JBR99], or the V-Model XT
[IABG15, RBTK05]. As a problem, typically, these models exist only on paper or web pages, i.e., they
are only used for process specification and documentation. In many cases, the process is rigid and
prescriptive, and it differs from the real dynamic work performed in a project [BDS+99, Ambl02].
Furthermore, the impact of the models on actors and concrete activities often remains low [Wall07].
Automated support for enacting such process models is desirable. There are numerous tools capable of
automated workflow governance. These tools strongly focus on the control-flow perspective meaning
they are capable of governing the sequencing of different activities and transferring different tasks to
the humans. In addition, they often provide limited means for integrating data objects and an
organizational model. However, they fail in covering the different aspects of process models like
guidelines or checklists, or dynamic features like the V-Model XT’s dynamic tailoring (cf. Chapter 2).
Consequently, the automatically assisted implementation of a whole process model with such tools
remains a challenge.
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Figure 4-1: SE project problems [GOR14]
Lack of Context Integration (Prob:ContInt). A second important problem area concerns contextual
integration: even if some automated process implementation and guidance is present in a project, this
does not necessarily mean that the specified and actually executed processes align. In reality, a myriad
of environmental variables affect process enactment [Schw97, MaVe03, BPNS07]. In SE, the latter
mostly deal with various actors using different tools (e.g., requirement management tools or IDEs) to
manipulate various artifacts being crucial for the process. In turn, these activities and tool interactions
are not directly captured in the process models since they are too fine-grained. Thus, a dichotomy
between the planned and the actually executed process may exist.
Process Dynamicity (Prob:ProcDyn). Reality has shown that project enactment not always happens
exactly as planned [BDS+99, RHD98]. A planned process is a good starting point. However, if the real
course of a project deviates from this plan, it will be a challenge to keep the plan in line with reality
[ReDa98]. Most contemporary PAIS still rely on rigidly predefined workflows and only feature rather
limited abilities to cope with such dynamic changes [Pevd06, ReWe12]. Thus, the planned and the
actually executed process diverge more and more, and the former becomes irrelevant over time.
In the following, we present a scenario relating to problems with process model implementation in SE
projects. The scenario does not deal with a concrete use case or situation, but rather with a specific
process model and issues relating to its automatically supported implementation. For this purpose, we
chose the OpenUP [EcFo15] for several reasons:
x Availability: OpenUP is a freely available derivate of the Unified Process. It requires no
licensing fees or other costs.
x Understandability: OpenUP is clearly structured and the Eclipse Foundation provides
comprehensive documentation free of charge.
x Comprehensiveness: OpenUP covers both abstract and operational process areas including
workflows ranging from abstract phases of a project to concrete developer workflows.
x Contextual relations: OpenUP specifies a rich set of entities that relate to real entities or persons
in an SE project like artifacts, tools and roles.
x Comprehensive human tasks: OpenUP features various different activities and tasks of different
granularities for humans.
x Comprehensive support features: OpenUP comprises a rich set of supportive artifacts like
checklists or guidelines.
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OpenUP is manually implemented. In particular, the whole process definition exists as web pages
[EcFo15]. When implementing OpenUP in an SE project, the involved persons must gather
information manually and apply it to the project. We will use OpenUP as scenario for illustrating the
following problems: the basic automated implementation of the whole model (cf. Prob:AutoProc), the
establishment of connections from this implementation to the ‘real world’ (cf. Prob:ContInt), and the
dynamic nature of SE process enactment (cf. Prob:ProcDyn). For the sake of illustration, Figure 4-2
shows five excerpts from the OpenUP website comprising a list of various activities, an operational
workflow specification, relations of artifacts and roles, a checklist, and fine-grained activity steps.

Figure 4-2: OpenUp excerpts (adopted from [EcFo15])
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These excerpts show that the OpenUP indeed comprises important and useful information to aid the
SE process. However, there is neither a tool implementing or supporting this process model nor a
strategy on how to achieve this with any tool in place. Thus, this information remains disconnected
from the real process enacted in the SE project. The information not only needs to be gathered
manually by humans, it is also not tailored to the concrete project or situation. It does feature detailed
information from abstract phases of a project to operation workflows. However, the latter, like the
‘Develop Solution Increment’ workflow, are rigidly predefined and not integrated with other tools or
the humans in the project. Thus, support for handling unforeseen situations and adapting process
enactment are also not in place.
Unplanned Activities (Prob:UnplanAct). The application of PAIS technology in dynamic and
evolving domains such as SE is difficult [JaCo93]. Reality often diverges from rigidly pre-defined
processes [McCo01, CNGM95] in that domain. In fact, process models cannot cover all workflows
actually executed in an SE project. Hence, we distinguish between intrinsic workflows being part of
the process and extrinsic workflows (cf. Chapter 8) being unforeseen in the latter. Such extrinsic
workflows can be executed based on specific situations, but can be also recurring common tasks (e.g.,
bug fixing or technology evaluation). These tasks rely heavily on the current situation, remain
unplanned and untraced, and may impact timely process enactment (cf. Example 4-1).
Example 4-1 (Ad-hoc activity):
Consider an ad-hoc activity as it was perceived during an interview conducted with a developer as part
of an industrial case study. During the interview, a requirements analyst came in, telling the developer
that he had to do a presentation for the customer soon. He had already received a current version of the
software. However, shortly before the presentation he found a new bug endangering the success of the
presentation. Hence, the developer quickly started to work on that issue, was able to fix it, and the
requirements analyst received the fix via USB stick. According to the developer, such ad-hoc activities
occur often, take up to half an hour, and remain untraced.
In the following, we will use the term process coverage to refer to the coverage of the actually
executed processes in an SE project the used SE process model can cover. The models feature a list of
standard SE processes. However, they do not cover a great number of activities executed in daily work
in an SE project. Thus, these activities remain unplanned and untraced and can even influence the
planned processes enactment. Due to these uncaptured activities the planned as well as the actually
executed process can move increasingly apart from each other. Furthermore, the planned process can
be delayed without exposing the reason for the delay. Finally, the unplanned activities are not guided,
supported or governed. They are executed completely manually without any process or knowledge
support. Example 4-2 deals with a concrete situation for such extrinsic workflows.
Example 4-2 (Process coverage shortcomings):
The Company uses a SE process model for standard development activities. However, there are
various issues in everyday work not covered by such a model. These include activities like bug fixing,
refactoring, technology swapping, or infrastructural issues. There have been efforts in The Company
to model workflows for these issues in order to provide the humans with automated support and
guidance. Since there are various kinds of issues with ambiguous and subjective delineation, however,
it is difficult and burdensome to universally and correctly model them in advance for acceptability and
practicality. Many activities may appear in multiple issues, but are not necessarily required, bloating
different SE issue workflows with many conditional activities if pre-modeled. Figure 4-3 shows such a
workflow for bug fixing that contains nearly 30 activities, many of them being conditionally executed
for accomplishing different tasks like testing or documentation. An example is provided by static
analysis activities that are eventually omitted for urgent cases. Furthermore, there are various
reviewing activities, having different parameters (like effectiveness or efficiency), where the choice
can be based on certain project parameters (e.g., risk or urgency). The same applies to different testing
activities. Moreover, it has to be determined whether a bug fix should be merged into various other
branches in the source control system.
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Figure 4-3: Example of pre-modeled workflow for bug fixing
As many decisions in the workflow rely on properties of the situation, many activities could be
excluded prior to enactment as each situation requires another workflow that marks a subset of the
workflow shown in Figure 4-3. However, the situational information for making such decisions is not
always in place and gathering it would require additional efforts from humans. Another option,
modeling many smaller workflows for different situations is also problematic, as the matching
workflow for each situation would have to be determined manually. Additionally, that solution would
result in a large number of modeled workflows making the selection of them even more inefficient.
Finally, many of the activities and even whole fragments of the workflows would appear in multiple
workflows resulting is redundant modeling. Usually, such redundant model fragments are difficult to
maintain and might lead to diverging models over time [WRMR11].
Uncoordinated Collaboration (Prob:Collab). In a complex project, there are always persons, tools,
activities, and artifacts related to each other [JYW07, SQTR07]. This fact implies that an activity a
person executes to change an artifact can have an impact on other artifacts, which again has an impact
on the activities of other persons. As example of a relation consider architectural specifications and
relating source code artifacts. As some of these activities may be covered by the process, while others
are not, this can result in problematic artifact states if many related adaptations by different humans
are applied in an uncoordinated manner. As aforementioned, collaboration remains one of the biggest
challenges in SE projects [Dust04] and team work is still not adequately supported [LeBo07].
As the sizes of companies, departments and projects grow, communication between collaborating
humans and teams becomes increasingly challenging. Humans are often involved in multiple projects
in parallel, each of them having its own artifact base the humans work on. Hence, humans are often
switching between the projects and concurrently manipulate artifacts of these different projects. In
turn, this can lead to a myriad of different problems relating to the artifacts or tasks conducted.
Example 4-3 concretizes this.
Example 4-3 (Coordination shortcomings):
Being a growing small to medium sized enterprise (SME), The Company suffers from the inability to
satisfy increased coordination needs. Team sizes are growing and various projects are executed in
parallel. Humans often have to switch between different projects and within each project larger
numbers of humans are working on the same artifacts. Without additional coordination effort things
might be easily forgotten.
One concrete problem reported by developers is related to frequent project switches. A person doing
this in such a multi-team / multi-project environment must manually gather context information after a
switch in order to work effectively: Which assignment has to be processed for which project? What
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are potential milestones and deadlines? What is the state of the currently processed assignment? What
are upcoming activities to complete it?
Two other problems relate to cooperatively working on the same artifact base. As the first issue in this
situation, activities and accompanied changes to artifacts often remain unnoticed by other humans. For
example, if two teams (e.g. a development team and a test team) are working on the same source code
artifacts they might want to get informed about changes of them. Such information is often transferred
manually and is therefore prone to omissive errors.
The third problem directly relates to the artifacts and their relations: Artifact changes often imply
certain follow-up actions that are hitherto coordinated manually. Figure 4-4 depicts a scenario
detailing this: It deals with a source code artifact being part of an interface component: since the file
belongs to an interface component, the applied changes might not only affect the unit tests of the file,
but also other artifacts such as the architecture specification or integration tests. Usually, these
additional activities are neither covered by the SE process nor governed by any workflow; manual
coordination can lead to impacts being forgotten and result in inconsistencies, e.g., between the source
code and the tests or specifications. The fact that these activities belong to different project areas with
often also different responsible persons makes this even more difficult. Even if not forgotten, followup actions could benefit from automated governance and support. Furthermore, it can be difficult to
determine which stakeholder should be informed about which change and when, especially
considering the dynamic and diverse nature of the artifact-to-stakeholder relationship and various
information needs.
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Figure 4-4: Artifact and implied activity relations
Process Exceptions (Prob:ProcExc). During project enactment, unforeseen and exceptional
situations occur as the SE process is not fully predictable [Schw97, BDS+99]. In turn, this poses a big
challenge to any framework seeking to provide holistic process support for such projects.
Contemporary workflow management technology has limited capabilities in this area, only dealing
with exceptions directly relating to activities [ReWe12, RAH06]. In practice, process exceptions are
often not that simple and also not easily detectable. Further, they may relate to processed artifacts even
without the person working on these artifacts noticing them. Finally, to select an exception handling
suitable for both the situation and person is challenging.
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Complex exceptions are not related to the malfunction of a single tool or program, but to the
prescribed process or other more complex coherences in an SE project. Such exceptions can relate to
activities being part of the prescribed process or to others being extrinsic to the latter. They may also
relate to artifacts processed in the course of the project, even if all activities seem to be executed as
intended. Such exceptions are difficult to detect and handle even if The Company uses a PAIS
providing process implementation support. In the following, two concrete examples (Example 4-4 and
Example 4-5) are provided to illustrate this.
Example 4-4 (Exception handling shortcomings):
The Company uses an SE process model. However, there is no tool in place to govern, support or
enforce the executed process. Consider the following situation: A developer creates new code as
intended as part of a project: Assume that it is prescribed by the process of that project that he shall
create and execute a unit test for this code. As the process is neither enforced nor supported, however,
he can intentionally or unintentionally omit these activities. If such things happen, often a growing
portion of the code remains untested. This, in turn, endangers reliability of the code base.
A second scenario deals with a known bug in a source code artifact that is, for example, reported by a
customer, tracked in a bug tracking software. The bug is then assigned to a developer who shall fix it.
When applying a bug fix to the source code file, the removal of the defect might unintentionally
introduce other problems to that file. For example, source code complexity might increase if multiple
humans applied “quick and dirty” fixes. Thus, the understandability and maintainability of that file
might drop dramatically and raise the probability of further defects.
Non-optimal Quality Management (Prob:QualMan). Another problem affecting many SE projects
concerns the quality of the software produced [Jone10]. Hence, quality assurance is a crucial factor for
any SE project. However, in many SE projects, quality assurance is understood as applying some bug
fixes at the end of the project when time allows for this. Studies have shown that this is ineffective and
quality measures should be applied systematically during SE project enactment [Hami88, SHK98]. In
particular, this requires proactive as well as reactive quality measures. The challenge is to effectively
and efficiently integrate the application of these quality measures with the SE process. Concrete issues
include the following: quality management is often considered a ‘nice to have’ discipline creating no
additional value. Very often it is difficult to integrate quality management activities with the course of
the standard SE process. Furthermore, quality management is often only executed in a reactive fashion
applying fixes for known bugs. No quality goals are defined that could be proactively supported to
prevent the occurrence of bugs. Example 4-5 illustrates such a situation.
Example 4-5 (Quality management shortcomings):
The Company, being a growing SME, starts with various efforts to support reproducibility of project
enactment as well as product quality with process management and quality management. As
aforementioned, a process model for the SE process is used. Furthermore, as the number of bugs
reported by customers shall decrease, quality management tools are applied. This includes bug
trackers and static code analysis tools. However, both quality and process management are not well
governed or supported. Quality goals are not defined for projects and thus, no proactive quality
management can be applied. There is no real awareness of the execution of planned development
activities. Thus, it is difficult to integrate quality management activities into the standard SE process.
Static code analysis is only used at the end of projects and due to the time pressure often present in
that situations, many detected problems still remain unsolved.
Unutilized Knowledge (Prob:Knowl). The creation and modification of software is a complex and
knowledge-intensive task [RaTi99] and software is an intangible asset. It involves knowledge from
different sources, all of which are crucial for the success of the task [LiRu02]. This includes
information on the process, the coding style and other specifics of the company, the used framework
or area (frontend or backend development), and so forth. Companies often neglect this fact and do not
implement proper knowledge management. Even if some knowledge store is implemented, knowledge
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retrieval and effective knowledge usage remain an issue [SBBK08]. This often leaves software
engineers without all required knowledge and thus makes their work ineffective and error prone.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, wikis are often used to let project participants store specific knowledge.
They make recoding of information easy, but management and retrieval of the latter often constitutes a
challenge. This is aggravated by the fact that knowledge related to SE is usually context-dependent
meaning that it must match the properties of the situation and the involved person. As scenario for
illustrating knowledge management shortcomings a situation comprising different information needs
in The Company is presented in Example 4-6.
Example 4-6 (Knowledge management shortcomings):
As a growing SME, The Company frequently hires new developers. The latter get training at the
beginning to ensure that they can work effectively as early as possible. However, they still might not
have a great share of the concrete information relating to projects, tools or the process. For example,
this might include information about the coding style applied in The Company. Also, specific processrelated information might be recorded somewhere, but the new developer might not know exactly
when and where to acquire that information. Another example are technical specifics about the project
he starts to work in as, for example, how source control management is applied including information
about different development branches and the commit procedure. Lacking all that information, there is
a high probability that the developer will cause many issues when he starts working.

4.2. Basic Requirements
This section gives an overview on the high level requirements for a tool providing automated support
for the SE process. We elicit these requirements based on two foundations: First, we refer to the
problems discussed in Chapter 1, including their support by literature. Second, we refer to our
observations from practice as indicated by the scenarios in this section. As aforementioned, the basic
requirements listed in the following will be detailed with sub-requirements in the relating chapters of
this work.
x Requirement Automated Process (R:AutoProc): The most basic requirement to a tool enabling
holistic SE project support is to provide SE process support. Related problems have been
discussed in Prob:AutoProc. This includes the automatic implementation and enactment of
processes in the tool.
x Requirement Context Integration (R:ContInt): As elucidated in the problem statement (cf.
Prob:ContInt), there is a myriad of contextual information in the project having a significant
impact on process enactment. For example, context information plays an important role for
collaboration, quality management, or exception handling. Therefore, a tool aiming at holistic
SE project support must have facilities to integrate process enactment with context data.
x Requirement Dynamic Process (R:DynProc): SE projects are dynamic as already shown in the
problem statement (cf. Prob:DynProc) and confirmed by the scenarios in this chapter (e.g.
relating exception handling or quality management). Therefore, a tool supporting these projects
must be capable of coping with dynamically changing situations and aligning the process with
their properties.
x Requirement Process Coverage (R:ProcCoverage): SE process models cover many workflows.
However, as shown (cf. Prob:UnplanAct), they disregard many activities and processes
executed dynamically as part of everyday work. When aiming at true holistic support for SE
projects, a tool must include these workflows and activities as well.
x Requirement Coordination (R:Coord): SE projects comprise numerous different areas, actors,
and artifacts. Projects are executed in parallel and multiple persons work on the same artifact
base. Activities, roles and artifacts have relations to each other and collaboration is not easy to
maintain. This can lead to various issues as discussed (cf. Prob:Collab). A tool providing
holistic SE project support must be aware of such connections and be capable of managing
coordination and collaboration in such a project.
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x Requirement Exception Handling (R:Exc): In an SE project, many unforeseen problematic
situations might occur (cf. Prob:ProcExc). Newly created problems might not directly show up
and be obscured from their creator. A tool aiming at SE project support should have facilities to
detect such complex exceptions and automatically assist humans in handling them.
x Requirement Quality Management (R:Qual): Quality management is a crucial as well as an
underestimated part of SE projects. This has been agreed upon in literature (cf. Prob:QualMan)
and our practical observations confirmed this, as well. The intangibility of the produced asset
(the code) makes it difficult to even be aware of its state. Furthermore, if quality problems are
detected, counter measures must be executed in alignment with the process. If a tool shall
provide holistic support for SE projects, it must be capable of supporting these complex tasks.
x Requirement Knowledge Management (R:Know): As SE projects are knowledge-intensive
undertakings with a multitude of different complex information, the latter is not easy to manage.
This is confirmed by literature (cf. Prob:Knowl) and practice (cf. the scenario in this chapter). A
tool aiming at holistic SE project support must enable the collection, management and
dissemination of that knowledge in a process-centered and context-sensitive manner.

4.3. Requirements Verification
We have conducted a comprehensive literature study comprising many aspects of SE projects. One
reason for this was to support the elicitation of requirements for a framework providing
comprehensive support for SE projects. However, the study also included a myriad of tools and
approaches aiming at the support of different aspects of SE projects. In this section we discuss how the
results of this study can be used to verify the requirements we have elicited.
We have examined approaches of different areas that relate to the topics identified as important for
this thesis. An important area are Software Engineering Environments (SEEs). These are tools aiming
at comprehensibly supporting SE projects. In this area, we have examined various CASE (ComputerAided Software Engineering) tools (e.g., [EKS93]), Process-Centered Software Engineering
Environments (PCSEEs, e.g., [BFGL94, CLH95, BEM94, Barg92b]), modern SE Environments (e.g.,
[dZR+04, JYW07, HaLa10, WEB+09, dFOT10]), and other contemporary SE approaches (e.g.,
[BWHK12, PVPB12, GTS10, CAG12]). For a thorough discussion we refer to Chapter 6.
Another important area are processes and their automated enactment. In this area, we have examined
WfMS/PAIS (e.g., [Cumb07, Inta15, vdtH05]), process configuration approaches (e.g., [RSS10,
Gott09, HBR10, LDH09]), artifact-centric process approaches (e.g., [BHS09, KüRe11a]), process
adaptation approaches (e.g., [Wesk01, SMO00, WRWR09, MTS08]), semantic process annotation
approaches (e.g., [Mich15, PDB+08, AFKK07, BGM07, ABB+07]), declarative process approaches
(e.g., [Pesi08]), and approaches for contextual process integration (e.g., [LSH+06, DGD07]). Besides
that we also took into account context modeling approaches like [KMK+03, FaCl04, GPZ04] (see
Chapters 7 and 8 for details). In the context of dynamic processes, we have also reviewed approaches
for process exception handling (e.g., [MGR04]). Such approaches are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 11.
We have also examined various approaches from other areas identified as important for SE projects.
These are knowledge management approaches (e.g., [BjDi08, Liao03, BWT04]) and collaboration and
coordination approaches (e.g., [LeBo07, BSV07, Dust04]). For a more thorough discussion we refer to
Chapters 10 and 12. Furthermore, we examined different approaches for SE quality management.
These included approaches for software metric application (e.g., [OfJe97, GKMK02]), software
measurement tools (e.g., [ScJe06, LiZh05]), and approaches for the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM)
technique (e.g., [FaWu09, STS05, HuFa05]). For more information on these see Chapter 9.
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Relevance and Completeness
The various approaches examined show the relevance of the elicited requirements for SE projects
relating to various application cases. The need for tool support for SE processes (R:AutoProc) is
confirmed by the various SEE approaches. Automated process support in general is the target of
countless PAIS and WfMS approaches. The importance for contextual integration (R:ContInt) is
discussed by various SEEs as well. According to them, such information comprises artifacts, various
types of knowledge, or persons and their interaction.
As many approaches confirm, processes also need to be handled dynamically (R:DynProc). On one
hand, various SEEs cover this topic and provide capabilities to change running processes. On the
other, there exist a myriad of approaches for configuring or changing processes. Such approaches even
offer the capability to automatically change running processes. This is often used for handling
exceptions occurring during process enactment. This also confirms that process exception handling
(R:Exc) is a relevant topic for a tool that automates processes. In addition to that, much attention has
been paid to unstructured processes that are not pre-planned as part of a process model. Constraintbased and declarative process approaches deal primarily with such processes. This confirms the
importance of capabilities of a tool to also cover such processes (R:ProcCoverage).
A crucial factor for any SE projects is quality management (R:Qual). This is confirmed not only by
approaches explicitly dealing with this topic, but also by many SEE approaches that take into account
source code artifacts and aim at supporting and improving their management. The same applies for
collaboration and coordination support (R:Coord). Many specific approaches stress the importance of
this topic for SE. In addition to this, various SEEs also integrate facilities to support this. Another
important area for SE projects is knowledge management (R:Know). This is confirmed both by
various dedicated approaches as well as the integration of knowledge management capabilities in
many SEEs.
The goal of our approach cannot be to solve each and every problem in SE. Therefore, the
requirements also cannot be considered as complete for SE. However, we can show that the selected
requirement areas cover important aspects also mentioned in a myriad of other approaches and that
those approaches do not discuss or cover important areas that we have omitted. SEEs have existed for
multiple decades now and each of them covers different areas and capabilities. However, topics that
repeatedly occur are the following: processes, with a strong focus on dynamicity as well as people and
collaboration aspects. Furthermore, they deal with various entities that can be considered as context to
the tools and processes, as, e.g., artifacts and people. Furthermore, they deal with different kinds of
knowledge that is crucial to SE projects. To the best of our knowledge, these SEEs do not cover other
core aspects that we have omitted in our discussion. Contemporary SE approaches, however, show
two trends gaining momentum: cloud-based SE and global SE, which both correspond to each other.
We have decided to put this not to focus in this work as it can be considered primarily as a technical
aspect. Our requirement areas are more focused on content-related issues of SE projects.

Relatedness and Generalization
The various approaches we have reviewed not only show that our requirements are relevant for SE
projects, they can also serve as indicator that they are related to each other and that their combination
is essential for successful SE projects. Again, SEEs serve best as comparative approaches as they
share the same goal as our approach. These approaches often have a strong focus on the SE processes
and they connect it with various other areas. None of them combines all of them but multiple
approaches respectively combine it with contextual data, collaboration support, knowledge
management, and quality management relating the SE artifacts. For a fine grained discussion of the
different features of different approaches see Chapter 15.
In the first place, our approach is targeted at SE projects. This means neither the approach nor its
requirements can be automatically seen as generally applicable for all domains. However, SE is a vast
field and not necessarily a distinct domain. Software is developed in various domains like the
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automotive or the healthcare sectors. Furthermore, in SE slightly different approaches to project and
process management are utilized. Some projects apply huge and heavyweight process models with
hundreds of controlled artifacts. Others apply lightweight and agile approaches that prescribe hardly
anything and mostly rely on people. The various approaches and tools we have reviewed also show
this diversity. They are applied in various domains like the automotive or the healthcare sectors or are
applied in projects regulated by state authorities. Furthermore, they involve all the different
approaches to project and process management that are prevalent in SE (e.g., Scrum or V-Model XT).
Therefore, we assume that the requirements we elicited are applicable for the vast majority of SE
projects regardless of their domain or process approach. Furthermore, in the evaluation of this thesis,
we will show the application of our approach to slightly different process approaches for SE and also
to a process of the software modernization domain.

4.4. Summary
This chapter elicited eight basic requirements for a tool that aims to provide holistic project and
process support for SE projects (cf. Table 4-1). These requirements are aligned with the abstract
problems discussed in Section 1.1. To further illustrate the requirements and demonstrate their
practical relevance, a set of concrete scenarios was presented, which will be taken into account for
validating the developed approach (cf. Chapter 13).
Table 4-1: High level requirements
Detailing
Chapter

Requirement Area Requirement ID

Description

Basic functionality

Requirement R:AutoProc

Automated process enactment / implementation 6

Basic functionality

Requirement R:ContInt

Contextual integration of process enactment

7

Basic functionality
Extended
functionality
Extended
functionality
Extended
functionality
Specific
functionality
Specific
functionality

Requirement R:DynProc

Dynamic process enactment

7

Requirement R:ProcCoverage Extended process coverage

8

Requirement R:Coord

Task coordination

10

Requirement R:Exc

Process exception handling

11

Requirement R:Qual

Quality management integration

9

Requirement R:Know

Knowledge management integration

12

The requirements are categorized as follows: Basic functionality requirements cover the basic facilities
a tool must provide to holistically support the SE process. They do not refer to functionalities
providing additional value to humans. However, they are crucial and constitute the basis for the other
functionalities. Extended functionality requirements cover functionalities that enable general
automatic and contextual support for humans in various areas of a project. The third area refers to
specific functionality requirements and is targeted to specific areas of SE projects. Note that not all
possible areas of an SE project are covered in this work as this would go beyond the scope of this
thesis. Rather, the focus is on two areas of knowledge and quality management as these have been
proven important parts of each SE project.
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16 Summary and Outlook

16.Summary and Outlook
SE projects are complex, long-running, and knowledge-intensive, depending on a myriad of different
factors that are not easily controllable. Furthermore, the developed product, i.e., the software,
constitutes an intangible asset whose quality state cannot be measured easily. This places pressure on
the knowledge workers in SE projects. Many aspects of the projects, their process, and the produced
product are implicitly managed and prone to forgetfulness or other errors.
Due to these various issues, SE projects have always been problematic. From the beginning of SE until
today many projects have exceeded their budgets and schedules, delivered low-quality erroneous
software, or even failed completely. To make projects more repeatable as well as to support their
execution, SE process models have been developed. This started in the 1970s with classical models
such as the Waterfall Model [Royc70] or the Spiral Model [Boeh88]. However, these SE models often
were too rigid and could not mirror the dynamic SE project execution in reality. More recently, the
agile trend took account of this property and agile processes like Scrum [ScBe01] have been
popularized. These developments have improved the situation, but still many projects struggle with
time, resources and software quality.
A remaining problem concerns the operational support for the projects, their processes, and, first and
foremost, the involved software engineers. Projects and their processes are often planned up-front and
their execution does not match this plan, resulting in an ever-growing gap between plan and reality.
Software engineers utilize a large set of SE tools supporting different tasks like IDEs, source control
management systems, or bug trackers. However, the complexity of SE projects keeps growing; e.g.,
the sizes of projects keep growing, the different tools are often rather complicated, and their number
grows as well. Moreover, holistic SE support is missing. Tools may comprehensively support a
specific task, but are not connected well to the other tools. Much is still left to the software engineers
without providing any guidance to them. Although their collaboration is crucial, it has not been
properly supported or governed yet. Crucial project knowledge remains only in the heads of the
humans, and is not properly stored, managed and disseminated among the project participants.
This work presents a holistic approach to support both SE projects and, especially, SE processes. In
the following we will briefly summarize the core contributions of this thesis:
Automated process support: The CPM framework provides an infrastructure for comprehensive SE
project and SE process support. It unites different state-of-the-art technologies encapsulated in
loosely-coupled components. The set of components comprises, among others, dedicated components
for process enactment, context integration, or knowledge management. Thus, it not only enables the
modeling and enactment of workflows, but also the extension of the workflows with a myriad of
additional data sets that support the implementation of entire SE process models. As SE process
enactment is known to be complex and dynamic, the CPM framework comprises additional basic
components, enabling the simple definition and execution of configurable automatisms to support
humans in recurring standard situations. It further enables CPM to cope with various dynamic
situations whose exact configuration and course might not be estimated a priori.
Context integration: The execution of an SE project and SE process depend on various contextual
factors, like the properties of the executing humans or the states of involved artifacts. The CPM
framework integrates different facilities to deal with such information. First, it features a set of sensors
that can be integrated into various SE tools to automatically gather information. Second it enables the
automatic processing of such information to derive meaningful information from the numerous events
happening in an SE project. Third, by an extended process specification, it enables the direct and tight
integration of process enactment with the context of the project.
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Process dynamicity: SE project execution is rather dynamic and mostly differs to what was planned.
Therefore, the CPM framework incorporates dynamic processes. Thus, the different workflows
executed in the context of an SE process can be dynamically changed during run-time to adhere to
changing situations. However, as the projects comprise many different areas and the set of influential
context factors is high, it can be challenging for a human to apply a process adaptation on account of
this data. To support this, the CPM framework not only enables manual process adaptations, but also
automated and context-aware ones.
Extrinsic process coverage: Process models cover a substantial portion of the work done in an SE
project. However, many workflows cannot be covered by them for various reasons. Such workflows
are characterized by three main properties. First, they cannot be completely foreseen. Second, they are
rather dynamic. Third, they depend on their context even more than the ones belonging to the SE
process models. Therefore, the CPM framework incorporates a declarative and dynamic way of
modeling such workflows that allows directly integrating contextual influences. Furthermore, it
enables a uniform way of enacting them similarly to imperative workflows.
Quality assurance integration: Quality assurance is a crucial part of any SE project. However, many
projects struggle with bad source code quality. Therefore, the CPM framework integrates facilities to
automatically measure the source code quality and to distribute software quality measures to the
software engineers in case of quality problems. This comprises a monitoring of the human activities to
be able to find the right point in the process for inserting a software quality measure as well as a
dynamic tailoring of the latter to select the right measure for the right human and situation. Finally, the
CPM framework automatically assesses the applied measures to optimize the measure distribution
over time.
Collaboration and coordination: The collaboration of the involved knowledge workers constitutes a
crucial part of any SE project. This collaboration might get complicated and error-prone in large
projects. Therefore, the CPM framework integrates facilities to support such collaboration in two
ways. First, it fosters automated information distribution, informing one human about important
changes to their environment as, for example, the status of the activities of their colleagues. Second, it
is capable of automatically initiating follow-up activities for certain changes in a project impacting
other humans.
Process exception handling: In an SE project many things do not work exactly as planned. Many
exceptions might occur relating to the process, its activities, the involved humans, or the processed
artifacts. The CPM framework uses its contextual infrastructure to detect as many of these complex
exceptions as possible. Furthermore, it is capable of automatically determining an exception handling
procedure and distributing it to the appropriate human to apply it.
Knowledge provisioning: SE projects largely depend on the knowledge of the humans involved
possess. However, the management and distribution of such knowledge remains a challenge. The CPM
framework fosters gathering, storing, and managing of such knowledge. Furthermore, due to its
process- and context-related capabilities, it is capable of automatically distributing knowledge to
project participants that matches their current situation and problems.
The CPM framework delivers a set of functions we believe to be unique. It unites various areas like
dynamic process management, human assistance, and quality management. In these areas, however,
there exist specific approaches as well. For example, [HMMR14] focuses on supporting the human by
providing process visualizations and additional information. Others support enactment of parts of
processes for specific humans based on process views [KoRe13]. The knowledge worker is supported
by various approaches as well. Examples include flexible checklist support [MuRe14] or mobility
support of knowledge workers by approaches like [PMR14]. Another area is quality management for
processes with approaches like [LoRe15]. All of these approaches have their strengths and go beyond
the capabilities of the CPM framework in a specific area. The main strength of the latter is, however,
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is the comprehensive, applicable and usable integration of a large set of different areas to better
support humans in SE projects.
The CPM framework presented in this work solves many problems of SE projects as it provides
holistic SE project and SE process support. However, there exist various options for further improving
and extending the approach. In the following we will highlight some of the most important ways, the
CPM framework might be extended.
We have already discussed and created a set of extensions and additions to the CPM framework not
directly being part of this work. One of these extensions is related to the modeling of the contextually
extended processes. In the CPM framework, humans model the workflows directly in the WfMS and
the different extensions in a web GUI. Such modeling would be simplified if humans had modeled the
complete process in one tool and notation. To enable this, we have already created a preliminary
approach for a SE workflow language comprising all necessary properties and can then be
automatically transformed into the workflows of a WfMS and the additional contextual extensions
applied in the CPM framework. For further reading on this topic, we refer to [GOR11a].
In SE, the assessment of processes and their improvement is a crucial topic as well. Process
assessment and improvement approaches like ISO 15504 (SPICE) and CMMI (for more information
regarding these two, see [Wall07]) have therefore received much attention. Thus, an integration of
such approaches into an approach for SE project and SE process support is desirable. We have already
created such an extension of the CPM framework enabling the semi-automatic assessment of an
executed SE process with models like CMMI or SPICE (see [GOR12e, GOR13]).
Another interesting option will be the application of the CPM framework in other domains as standard
SE projects. In the future, with a set of specific other sensors, an application in other knowledgeintensive domains becomes possible. We have already started to investigate such options. As we did
not have the resources to develop a completely new set of sensors, we investigated a type of project
that can rely on the sensors we already have. In [GOR14] we have discussed the application of the
CPM framework in the context of specific software modernization projects.
The preliminary evaluation showed that our concepts have great potential for really supporting SE
projects. Regarding the industrial application, however, a larger scale industrial evaluation remains as
a future task. To enable the latter, we will need to add various features. For being usable in large scale
productive projects, a consistent privacy approach will be necessary. Furthermore, some of the applied
technologies will have to be adapted to ensure performance and scalability in larger industrial
environments.
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Part V
Appendices

A Ontology

A. Ontology
The ontology has been modeled and accessed only using the Protégé ontology editor. In the following,
we will be present a small set of exemplary concepts of the ontology as modeled in OWL XML. Some
of the properties have been renamed due to the fact that names in an OWL ontology are unique and
one such property as e.g. ‘workUnitContTempl’ should not be used to connect a work unit container
template to a project template and to a work unit template but rather two distinct properties are
required here, in this case, ‘workUnitContTempl’, and ‘containingWUCT’.

A.1. Imperative Process Concepts
This section presents the discussed concepts for the imperative processes.

A.1.1. Template Concepts
This section presents the template concepts. First, Figure A-1 gives an overview of them (barely
readable and just as visual overview) directly from the Protégé ontology editor. After that, for an
exemplary concept, the XML definition from the ontology is shown (cf. Listing A-1). Keep in mind
that the properties of the concepts are not directly part of the concepts. However, the restrictions on a
selection of properties can be seen.
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Figure A-1: Imperative template concepts in ontology
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Listing A-1 (Work unit template)
<owl:Class rdf:ID="WorkUnitTemplate">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="workflowUserInfo"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="assignActTempl"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="repeatable"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="omittable"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="TemplateConcepts"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:maxCardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="extensionPointTemplSet"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="actTempl"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="containingWUCT"/>
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</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="primRoleTempl"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

A.1.2. Individual Concepts
This section presents an excerpt of the individual concepts discussed (cf. Listing A-2), preceded by a
(barely readable) visual overview of the concepts and their connections in Figure A-2.
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Figure A-2: Imperative individual concepts in ontology
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Listing A-2 (Work unit)
<owl:Class rdf:about="WorkUnit">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="assignAct"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="basisWUT"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="WUfutureExec"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="singleExec"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="actInst"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="finalized"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="WUprimRole"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
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</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="WUpastExec"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="workUnitCont"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="WUstate"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="IndividualConcepts"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

A.2. Declarative Process Concepts
This section presents an excerpt of the concepts related to the declarative modeling approach from
Chapter 8 (cf. Listing A-3 and Listing A-4) preceded again by a visual overview in Figure A-3. The
building block template shows only one restriction because the cardinality restrictions on properties
‘info’ and ‘problem’ are realized in its super concept, the declarative modeling element. The
declarative container template, in turn, is a sub concept of the declarative modeling element and the
work unit container template.
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Figure A-3: Declarative concepts in ontology
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Listing A-3 (Building block template)
<owl:Class rdf:about="BuildingBlockTemplate">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="containedIn"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="DeclarativeModelingElement"/>
</owl:Class>

Listing A-4 (Declarative container template)
<owl:Class rdf:about="#DeclarativeContainerTemplate">
<owl:equivalentClass>
<owl:Class>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<owl:Class>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<owl:Class rdf:about="#DeclarativeModelingElement"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#WorkUnitContainerTemplate"/>
</owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:minCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#containedBBset"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>
</owl:equivalentClass>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="WorkUnitContainerTemplate"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="DeclarativeModelingElement"/>
</owl:Class>
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B. Conceptual Framework
In this appendix, we discuss the concepts of the CPM framework and provide exemplary formal
definitions. The appendix is separated into different sections to improve readability. First, different
concepts for entities are shown followed by concepts for consistency checks and algorithms.

B.1. Entity Concepts
In this section, concepts for various CPM entities are discussed. For the sake of brevity we only show
a selection of interesting concepts.

B.1.1. Basic Concepts
This section deals with the basic concepts of the CPM framework. We only show a selection of the
definitions of these concepts. However, for completeness, Table B-1 gives an overview about all of
these basic concepts. Extensions for topics like quality management are not included here.
Table B-1: Basic concepts overview
Concept
Identifiers

Description
All valid identifiers over a given
alphabet. All concepts have a name
ε Identifiers

Concept
Types

Description
All definable object types. All
concepts have a distinct type ε Types

TemplateConcepts

All template concepts in the
framework used for defining
workflow structures.

IndividualConcepts

WFTemplates

All workflow templates within a
WfMS.

WFInstances

All individual concepts in the
framework used for individual
enactments of processes defined by
the template concepts.
All workflow instances within a WfMS.

ActivityTemplates

All activities within workflow
templates in a WfMS.

ActivityInstances

All activities within workflow instances
in a WfMS.

AreaTempls

All area templates. A set of area
templates can be used to define
abstract categories (or disciplines)
for projects like, e.g.,
‘Implementation’ or ‘Testing’.
All project definitions within the
framework, which have (among
other properties) a defined type and
a defined process (that is defined
by work unit container template).
The process depends on the type of
project. Project templates also have
defined area templates.

Areas

All definable areas used to categorize
activities and artifacts in concrete
projects as applied in many
processes (e.g., the disciplines of the
OpenUP process).
All concrete projects in the
framework.

WorkUnitContTempls

All definable work unit container
templates.

WorkUnitConts

All definable work unit containers.

WorkUnitTempls

All definable work unit templates.

WorkUnits

All definable work units.

WorkUnitContTemplDeps

All definable work unit container
template dependencies.

WorkUnitContDeps

All definable work unit container
dependencies.

WorkUnitTemplDeps

All definable work unit template
dependencies.

WorkUnitDeps

All definable work unit dependencies.

ProjectTempls

Projects
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All definable Milestone Templates,
which can be used to define
abstract milestones of a process
and are attached to a certain work
unit template.
All definable assignment templates.

Milestones

All definable work milestones used to
model the milestones of a concrete
project and store information about
their achievement.

Assigns

All definable assignments.

AssignActTempls

All definable assignment activity
templates.

AssignActs

All definable assignment activities.

AtomicTaskTempls

All definable atomic task templates.

AtomicTasks

All definable atomic tasks.

ToolTempls

All definable tool templates, which
can be used to define tools types as
e.g., IDE within the framework.

Tools

All definable tools used to capture
concrete tools used in concrete
projects.

ProjCompTempls

All definable project component
templates, which are used to model
a hierarchy of artifacts within the
framework.
All definable artifact templates,
which are sub-concepts to the
project component templates for
defining the artifacts within the
hierarchy.
All definable section templates,
which are sub-concepts to the
project component templates for
defining the structure of the
hierarchy.
All definable role templates, which
can be used to define roles as e.g.,
'Quality Manager' within the
framework.
All definable event templates, which
can be used to pre-define certain
events within the framework,
including a relation to the tool that
triggered them, as e.g., the check-in
of a certain source code artifact
with a source control framework.

ProjComps

All definable project components
capturing the structure of concrete
artifact instances used in projects.

Artifacts

All definable artifacts, which are subconcepts to the project components
for capturing the artifacts within the
hierarchy.

Sections

All definable sections, which are subconcepts to the project components
for structuring the hierarchy.

Roles

All definable roles used to concretely
connect humans with their tasks,
responsibilities, or artifacts.

Events

All definable events used to capture
concrete events and their data
occurring in projects.

ProblemTemplates

All definable problem templates that
can be used to pre-define certain
problems that might occur relating
to certain events, e.g., the fact that
the complexity of a source code
artifact becomes too high due to
code changes by different humans.

Problems

All definable problems capturing
concrete problems and their data
occurring in projects.

ExtensionPointTempls

All definable extension point
templates.

ExtensionPoints

All definable extension points.

ExtensionTempls

All definable extension templates.

Extensions

All definable extensions.

WorkUserInfos

All definable workflow user
information.

WorkflowVars

All definable workflow variables.

DecAlternatives

All definable decision alternatives.

Resources

VarValues

All definable workflow variable
values.

Persons

All human resources within the
framework comprising humans and
teams of humans. Teams consist of
one or more humans and have a
leader which is also a human.
All humans within the framework.

VarTempls

All definable workflow variable
templates.

Teams

All human teams within the
framework.

SkillLevels

All definable skill levels humans can
possess.

MilestoneTempls

AssignTempls

ArtifactTempls

SectionTempls

RoleTempls

EventTempls

Two properties shared by all concepts are type and name. The former denotes the type of concept, like
work unit container, whereas the latter is a unique identifier for each concept. As both are common for
all concepts, they are not further mentioned in the definitions.
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Work Unit Dependency
As discussed in Chapter 7, we have added a new dependency between different workflows to the one
already existent in WfMS. The template concept for this new dependency is defined in Definition B.1:
Definition B.1 (Work Unit Template Dependency)
A work unit template dependency is a tuple workUnitTemplDep = (type, name, source, target, async,
behavior) where
source  WorkUnitTempls is the source depending on target.
target  WorkUnitTempls is the target the source depends on
async  BOOLEAN indicates whether the dependency is asynchronous or synchronous.
behavior  {firstShot, lastShot} indicates when the dependency is satisfied.
WorkUnitTemplDeps describes the set of all definable work unit template dependencies.
The work unit template dependency connects a work unit template (source) with a work unit template
(target). When a work unit, which is based on the source template, comes to enactment, the work unit
container containing the source work unit will be created (if it is not already in place). If the async
property is set to FALSE, the termination of the source will depend on the termination of the target.
As the target is a work unit in that case, it might be executed more than once in a LOOP. Therefore,
the behavior property governs whether the source terminates with the first or last termination of the
target.
Both dependencies have a related stateful individual concept capturing one individual enactment of the
workflows defined by the templates. The work unit dependency (cf. Definition B.2) allows for storing
the information whether its target has been executed using the property finalized. As the target is a
work unit it might have multiple iterations. Therefore, this dependency has two properties, one
indicating that the target has been executed (executed), the other indicating that the final execution of
the target has happened (finalized).
Definition B.2 (Work Unit Dependency)
A work unit dependency is a tuple workUnitDep = (type, name, source, target, async, behavior,
executed, finalized, basis) where
source  WorkUnits is the source depending on target.
target  WorkUnits is the target of the dependency the source depends on
async  BOOLEAN indicates whether the dependency is asynchronous or synchronous.
behavior  {firstShot, lastShot} indicates when the dependency is satisfied
executed  BOOLEAN indicates if the target has been executed at least once
finalized  BOOLEAN indicates if the target has been executed for the last time
basis  WorkUnitTemplDeps is the template that workUnitDep is based on
WorkUnitDeps describes the set of all definable work unit dependencies.

Human Activity Management
The human activity concepts (assignment, assignment activity, atomic task) require a particular set of
runtime properties; therefore, we have added individual concepts for them. In the following we show
Definition B.3 for the assignment.
Definition B.3 (Assignment)
An assignment is a tuple assign = (type, name, responsible, assignActSet, workUnitCont, basis, state,
guidanceSet, plannedStart, plannedEnd, actualStart, actualEnd, area, contentInfo) where
responsible  Resources is the resource that is responsible for assign.
assignActSet is a finite set of human activities with assignAct  AssignActs that are crucial to
complete the assignment.
workUnitCont  WorkUnitConts is the work unit container assign is attributed to.
basis  AssignTempls is the assignment template assign is based on.
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state  {Inactive, Active, Finished} is the state of assign.
guidanceSet is a finite set of guidances(cf. Chapter 12) used to support assig.
plannedStart  DATETIME is the planned start time for assign.
plannedEnd  DATETIME is the planned end time for assign.
actualStart  DATETIME  NULL is the actual start time for assign or undefined.
actualEnd  DATETIME  NULL is the actual end time for assign or undefined.
area  Areas defines the concrete area assign is attributed to.
contentInfo STRING contains information for the human on assign.
Assigns describes the set of all definable assignments.
In order to keep track of its planned and actual execution, the assignment has four properties storing its
planned and actual start and end times. In addition, it contains information on the assignment useful
for the human processing it (contentInfo) and relations to guidances (cf. Chapter 12) for further
support. Finally, it has a finite set of states whose transitions are depicted in Figure B-1.
Assignment Activity
Start, Switch to
Assignment

Work Unit
Container
Creation
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Work Unit
Container
Finished

Active

State
Final
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Finished
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Transition

Switch to other
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Figure B-1: Assignment states
When a work unit container is created, its related assignment is created with state ‘Inactive’ as well. It
then enters state ‘Active’ when one of its assignment activities is started by the human. If he switches
to another assignment, it becomes inactive again until he switches back to it. The assignment enters its
final state ‘Finished’ when its work unit container is finished. The assignment activities that are part of
the assignment have similar properties as well as a finite set of states. The transitions between the
states are depicted in Figure B-2.
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Figure B-2: Assignment activity states
When an assignment is created, the related assignment activities get created, having state ‘Created’.
When the work unit related to the assignment activity starts, the activity is available for the human,
therefore it enters state ‘Inactive’. When the human starts processing it, it becomes ‘Active’. If he
switches to another assignment it becomes ‘Inactive’ again until he switches back. When he finally
completes it, it enters final state ‘Finished’.
The assignment activity is the planned human activity with the finest granularity in the CPM
framework. However, it has connections to the more fine-grained activities, the atomic tasks. As
opposed to the other activity concepts, the atomic task has no properties for planned times, but an
actual start and end. However, atomic tasks are fine-grained and our experiences in real projects have
shown that while processing an activity, a human frequently switches between the different tasks.
Therefore, not only the absolute start and end times are recorded, but the overall duration
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(taskDuration) as well. The atomic task also has a set of states whose transitions are depicted in Figure
B-3.
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Figure B-3: Atomic task states
When an assignment activity is created, the corresponding atomic tasks (as defined by the template
concepts) are also created and enter state ‘Inactive’. A task enters state ‘Active’ when the CPM
framework detects its enactment or the human explicitly selects it. It becomes inactive again when
another task is selected in the same way. From both states, there is a transition to final state ‘Finished’
in case the human finishes the corresponding assignment activity.

Artifact Management
Artifacts being part of the SE process as well as their mutual connections cannot be modeled properly
within a WfMS using the data elements being part of the workflows. To add facilities to model artifact
structures, we consider the concept of the project component template (cf. Definition B.4).
Definition B.4 (Project Component Template)
A project component template is a tuple projCompTempl = (type, name, reference, subCompSet,
superCompSet, roleTemplSet, responsibleRoleTempl, reqCompTemplSet, stateSet,
relatedCompTemplSet, areaTempl, compTemplType) where
reference  STRING  NULL is a reference to the template of a real artifact (e.g.,
Specification) or undefined.
subCompTemplSet is a finite set of project component templates that are subordinate to
projCompTmpl with projCompTempl  ProjCompTempls.
superCompTemplSet is a finite set of project component templates with projCompTempl 
ProjCompTempls that the projCompTempl is subordinate to.
roleTemplSet is a finite set of role templates with roleTempl  RoleTempls used to define one
or multiple human roles according to projCompTempl.
responsibleRoleTempl  RoleTempls defines the main role template according to
projCompTempl.
reqCompTemplSet is a finite set of project component templates that projCompTempl requires
with reqCompTempl  ProjCompTempls.
stateSet is a finite set of STRINGS used to define the possible states for projCompTempl.
relatedCompTemplSet is a finite set of project component templates that has a content-related
relation to projCompTempl with projCompTempl  ProjCompTempls.
areaTempl AreaTempls is the area template projCompTempl is associated to.
compTemplType  STRING is concretization of the type of projCompTempl.
The project component template is an abstract concept that generalizes more concrete sub concepts.
Therefore, ProjCompTempls is defined as follows:
ProjCompTempls ≔ ArtifactTempls  SectionTempls. ArtifactTempls and SectionTempls are disjoint
subsets of ProjCompTempls that are defined by:
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artifactTempl  ArtifactTempls is a project component template for which the following
applies:
artifactTempl.reference ≠ NULL ⋀ artifactTempl.subCompTemplSet = Ø.
sectionTempl  SectionTempls is a project component template for which the following
applies:
sectionTempl.subCompTemplSet ≠ Ø ⋀ sectionTempl.reference = NULL.

The project component template has a set of basic properties starting with a reference to the real entity
it models (reference). In addition, it enables the definition of a set of role templates (roleTemplSet) and
one role template responsible for the project component (responsibleRoleTempl). That way, a CPM
framework can determine which human to inform (e.g., when there is a problem with an artifact). It
further allows for content-related categorization by referring to an area template (areaTempl) and type
(compTemplType). The latter might be for example ‘PDF file’ or ‘Java artifact’. Based on this type,
the CPM framework can issue activities matching the project component (cf. Chapter 10). As opposed
to the other concepts, the project component template allows defining a set of states the project
components based on it may have during execution. This option has been introduced since many
different types of artifacts in projects with a myriad of different states exist. Note that these states are
not controlled by the CPM framework, but must be set by humans during enactment.
Another feature of the project component template is the possibility to add various relations to other
project component templates. Such relations can be used to model various dependencies of artifacts as
required by SE process models like the OpenUP [EcFo15]. On one hand, this enables a hierarchy of
project component templates with the properties subCompTemplSet and superCompTemplSet. On the
other, content-related connections can be established using the relatedCompTemplSet. Finally, the
property reqCompTemplSet allows one project component template to require the presence of others.

Dynamic Processes
The concepts for defining dynamic events and reactions to them are discussed in this section. The
most important concepts are, in this context, the extension point and the extension (cf. Chapter 7). For
both of these, we present the template concepts in Definition B.5.
Definition B.5 (Extension Point Template)
An extension point template models templates for extension points to the work unit in a project. It is
represented as a tuple extensionPointTempl = (type, name, extensionType, extensionSubType,
abstractionLevel, parallelInsertion) where
extensionType  ExtensionTempls marks the type of extension template applicable to
extensionPointTempl.
extensionSubType  STRING marks the sub-type of extension template applicable to
extensionPointTempl.
abstractionLevel  STRING is the level of abstraction of extension templates applicable to
this point.
parallelInstertion  BOOLEAN marks whether the extension template shall be inserted in
parallel to the work unit template the former is attached to or sequentially after it.
ExtensionPointTempls describes the set of all definable extension point templates.
The extension point template features content- and process-related information: the type of extension
can be specified using the two properties (extensionType, extensionSubType). Further, there is property
abstractionLevel, which defines the abstraction level of the workflow in the entire process (e.g.,
operational development workflow vs. a workflow representing a phase of the process) to distinguish
which extensions can be feasible. The extension point template corresponds to a marking of a change
to a potentially running workflow instance. As discussed in Chapter 7 we apply a simple insertion into
the workflow instance (i.e., Pattern AP1 from [WRR08]). For this pattern, three options for insertion
exist: serial insert, parallel insert and conditional insert. The third option is redundant, as the added
activity would be contemporarily inserted into the workflow instance matching the properties of the
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situation. In such a case, no further condition is necessary. To distinguish between option one and two,
the property parallelInstertion is applied.
To classify the extensions made to the process, we further introduce the concept of the extension
template in (cf. Definition B.6).
Definition B.6 (Extension Template)
An extension template models templates for extensions to process enactment. It is represented as a
tuple extensionTempl = (type, name, assignmentTempl, extensionPointTemplSet, extensionSubType,
abstractionLevel, skillLevelSet) where
assignmentTempl  AssignTempls defines the concrete human assignment that marks the
content of the extension based on extensionTempl.
extensionPointTemplSet is the set of extension point templates, to which extensionTempl is
applicable with extensionPointTempl  ExtensionPointTempls.
extensionSubType  STRING marks the sub-type of extension applicable to
extensionPointTempl.
abstractionLevel  STRING is the level of abstraction for which extensionTempl is
applicable.
skillLevelSet is a finite set of skill levels, one of which a human executing the extension shall
possess with skillLevel  SikllLevels.
The extension template corresponds to an abstract concept that generalizes more concrete sub
concepts. Therefore, ExtensionTempls is defined as follows:
ExtensionTempls ≔ FollwowActTempls  MeasureTempls  ExcHandTempls. FollwowActTempls is
the set of all definable Follow-up Activity Templates (used for activity coordination and detailed in
Chapter 10), MeasureTempls is the set of all definable Quality Measure Templates (used for software
quality management and detailed in Chapter 9), and ExcHandTempls is the set of all definable
Exception Handling Templates (used for exception handling and detailed in Chapter 11). These three
are disjoint subsets of ExtensionTempls.
The extension template features, same as the extension point template, a sub-type (extensionSubType)
and abstraction level (abstractionLevel). Furthermore, it features a set of extension point templates for
which it is applicable (extensionPointTemplSet) and a relation to an assignment template
(assignmentTempl) that captures the human activity to be used to extend the process. In addition, it can
also be specified, what skill level the human executing the extension should have (skillLevelSet). For
more information on these properties and a detailed discussion of their application for integrating
software quality measures into the process, we refer to Chapter 9.
The extension of a process can become necessary in many cases. We have discussed different cases
for that in Chapter 4: task coordination (requirement R:Coord), process exception handling
(requirement R:Exc), and software quality management (requirement R:Qual). In alignment with these
cases and requirements, we have introduced three concrete sub-types of the abstract extension concept.
These have been discussed in detail in the Chapters 9, 10, and 11.

B.2. Consistency Checks
This section discusses the consistency checks and conditions we created for the CPM concepts. It is
split up regarding the different areas the CPM framework covers. These checks are extensible and do
not claim to be complete. They are a starting point influenced partly by sources from literature and
experiences from practical settings.

B.2.1. Basic Concepts
This section discusses consistency checks for the basic concepts applied for extending workflows.
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Template and Individual Concepts
This check deals with the relation of template and individual concepts. Both concept sets share similar
properties and the former set is used to pre-define the relations between concepts of the latter one.
Therefore, individual concepts must not ignore these definitions. Figure B-4 illustrates a concrete case
prohibited with this check. In this case, atomic task template ‘Coding’ is connected to the tool
template ‘IDE’. However, a concrete individual has a connection to the static code analysis tool PMD
instead.
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Figure B-4: Consistency check: template properties

Work Unit Containers
For the work unit containers we apply consistency checks for various problems. Figure B-5 illustrates
cases where properties of work unit containers have been set erroneously. Case a) deals with a work
unit container without any work unit. In turn, case b) shows a work unit container requiring another
one not contained in the same project. Such a container is out of control of the current project and
hence does not contribute any results to it. Cases c) and d) concern work units that read or write
project components not read or written by its container. The CPM framework’s definition implies that
such components are exchanged with the container and distributed to its work units. Therefore, cases
c) and d) should be prevented. In case e), a work unit container is defined to have no workflow
instance but still has a connection to one. This collides with the definition of the ‘noWorkflow’
property and the workflow instance is redundant.
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Figure B-5: Consistency check: work unit containers
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Work Units
The definition of work units might contain certain erroneously set properties. Figure B-6 illustrates an
undesired case for it. It concerns the usage of the work unit: It should be connected to a human-centric
activity (assignment activity) or to a sub work unit container or work unit. If none of them is applied,
the work unit will terminate right after its activation and would thus be useless.
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Figure B-6: Consistency check: work units

Dependencies
The dependencies between work units and containers may imply erroneously specified properties
interfering with correct execution. Figure B-7 illustrates three undesired cases. Cases a) and b) show
different examples of circular dependencies with work unit dependencies (a) and work unit container
dependencies. Such cases might produce deadlocks and should thus be prevented. A special case for
the work unit dependency is shown in case c): If such a dependency is set to a work unit that is
omittable, the dependency will not be satisfied if the work unit is be omitted. Therefore, we also
prevent the setting of such dependency.
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Figure B-7: Consistency check: dependencies

Variables
The variables used for governing the execution trace of the workflow instances are modeled in the
context management component. This includes our concept for abstraction of internal workflow logic
(cf. Chapter 7). The involved concepts might also imply erroneously set properties interfering with
correct execution. Figure B-8 illustrates various cases for that. The connection to the variables in the
WfMS can only be established if all variables are correctly mapped. Therefore, incorrect naming (case
a) or incomplete mapping (case b) should be prevented. As the CPM framework does not monitor the
correctness of all read and write operations on the variables and we have want to enable a standard
trace for each executed workflow instance, each work unit container template must supply initial
values for all variable templates (violated in case c). Similarly, each modeled human decision must
have at least one decision alternative, otherwise the human might not make the decision (violated in
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case d). For each of these decisions, a standard alternative may be defined to unburden the human
from the decision. To prevent ambiguities, for each decision, there must be exactly one standard
alternative (violated in case e). The decision alternatives are modeled as abstraction of the workflow
variables. Therefore, each alternative must set at least one of the variables (violated in case f).
Otherwise, the alternative will have no effect at all.
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Figure B-8: Consistency check: variables

B.2.2. Extrinsic Workflows
This section discusses modeling conditions and checks for the concepts realizing extrinsic workflows
for SE issue processing.

Modeling Conditions
This section presents the modeling conditions enforcing properties on the building blocks that enable
the creation of block-structured workflows from them.
Condition C1: Each workflow shall not have multiple start or end points. This promotes simple and
understandable models as suggested in [MRv10]. Such a start or end point can by a single building
block template or multiple building block templates that are connected in parallel.
Condition C2: Each activity shall have at least one connection to other activities. This condition
ensures that workflows are buildable, as a workflow cannot be built from unconnected activities since
it cannot be determined when to execute this activity. The exception from this condition are containers
with only one contained activity. The latter shall have no connection to other activities as they are
outside the container.
Condition C3: No cyclic sequencing shall be specified, as this is error-prone: It might be impossible
to determine start and end point of a cyclic workflow. Furthermore, if a cycle were integrated in a
workflow, there will be no clear exit condition for that cycle making execution nondeterministic. If
activities are to be executed more than once, this shall be specified using the loop template.
Condition C4: The activity structure shall be simple. An activity shall have only one successor and
one predecessor. If multiple successors are needed, one can be defined as successor and the other shall
be specified as parallel to that successor. This limitation is introduced to support simplicity and
understandability of the models. Furthermore, the specification of multiple successors of an activity
without specifying how they should be executed (in parallel? conditional?) results in nondeterministic
models. However, complex workflow modeling is enabled in a defined way using the specialized
building block templates.
Condition C5: A building block template shall not be sequentially connected to another building
block template to which it is also connected in parallel. Such a connection is inconsistent, specifying
that it should be executed after (before) and parallel to the other building block template at the same
time.
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Condition C6: The different specialized building block template concepts (sequence template,
parallel template, loop template, and conditional template) enable hierarchical specification of
declarative workflows. The constraints utilized to structure the building block templates (hasSuccessor
and hasParallel) shall be defined in a way that does not violate this hierarchical specification as this
would make the structure more complicated and may even introduce inconsistencies. This implies that
a building block template is not contained in two different other building block templates and that it
has no connections to other building block templates that are not contained in the same building block
template. Figure B-9 shows inconsistently specified examples. The inconsistent loop template shows a
constraint (between activity 3 and 4) that violates hierarchical specification. Generation of a blockstructured workflow is not possible, as the system would generate LOOP nodes around the activities 2
and 3, and activity 3 would have a connection with activity 4 that violates the block structure.
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Figure B-9: Inconsistent concept examples
Condition C7: A loop template shall only contain one building block template. This can be a simple
activity or any other building block template, enabling the looping of any structures. This constraint
prohibits inconsistent specification as shown with the inconsistent loop template in Figure B-9. That
specification lacks a connection between activity 2 and 3. Simple modeling is again supported by
defining that the loop template is for repetitive execution of a contained activity or a structure that is
represented by another building block template.
Condition C8: A parallel template shall contain at least two building blocks. This condition is
introduced to support simple and readable process models. A parallel template with only one
contained building block template does not endanger workflow correctness. However, it would add
unnecessary AND-splits and joins to the workflow.
Condition C9: A parallel template shall contain only building blocks that are connected in parallel.
This constraint again supports simple hierarchical modeling, prohibiting confusing and error-prone
structures as shown by the inconsistent parallel template shown in Figure B-9.
Condition C10: A sequence template shall contain at least two building blocks. This condition avoids
specification of unnecessary building block templates, since a sequence template containing only one
activity is similar to only specifying that contained activity without the sequence template.
Condition C11: A sequence template shall contain only sequentially connected building blocks. As
with Condition C9, this condition supports a clear definition of the building block templates. A
structure as shown by the inconsistent sequence template in Figure B-9 is thus prohibited as it also
contains the parallel activities 3 and 4. On the other hand, it also has no specified connection between
the parallel activities 3 and 4 and the sequential activities 5 and 6.
Condition C12: A sequence template shall contain a clear start and end point. This condition avoids
cyclic dependencies of the activities in the sequence template.
Condition C13: A conditional template shall only contain unconnected activities or building block
templates. This condition is applied because there will be only one or none of the contained building
block templates selected for execution, and connections between them would thus produce
inconsistencies.
Condition C14: A conditional template shall contain a minimal number of activities / building block
templates: If the conditional template is defined as optional, it must contain at least one activity, else it
would only add complexity to a workflow generating XOR-splits and joins with no contained
activities as shown in Figure B-9. If the conditional template is not defined as optional, it must contain
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at least two activities since it would otherwise produce an inconsistent XOR pattern in the workflow
containing only one branch.
Besides the sequencing constraints that are always only checked locally for the container or current
building block template, there are also the existence constraints. These are in place for checking the
soundness of a subset of activities that has been chosen due to contextual properties and are checked
recursively for one container. However, to prevent modeling of containers that are inconsistent or
foster inconsistent activity subsets, two conditions regarding the existence constraints are added to the
build time checks:
Condition C15: One activity shall not both require and mutually exclude the same activity.
Condition C16: If an activity requires another activity, the latter must also be part of that container. If
this is not the case, every activity subset containing the first activity will necessarily be inconsistent.
An additional constraint for the mutual exclusion constraint is not needed, as it is possible to integrate
two mutually exclusive activities in the candidate set of one container. All activity subsets not
containing both of them will then be consistent.
In the following, we describe a mapping of these conditions to concrete checks applied on the different
concepts. These checks have been implemented as exemplarily shown in Chapter 13 for the sequence
template.
The conditions for the sequence template realize the following subset of the aforementioned modeling
conditions (cf. Figure B-10): hierarchically separated modeling (cf. C6) is checked (cf. case c). The
other checks deal with the conditions that directly apply to the sequence template: The correct number
of contained building block templates (cf. C10) is enforced (cf. case b) and the correct connections
between these (cf. C11) is governed (cf. case a). Finally, the presence of a single start and end point
within the sequence template (cf. case d and e) is enforced (cf. C12).
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Figure B-10: Consistency check: sequence template
Similar checks are applied for the parallel template (cf. Figure B-11). Again, hierarchically separated
modeling (cf. C6) is enforced (cf. case c). In addition, the correct connections between contained
building block templates (cf. C9), and their correct number (cf. C8) is also checked (cf. case a and b).
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Figure B-11: Consistency check: parallel template
The checks applied to the loop template also implement C6, enforcing hierarchically separated
modeling (cf. Figure B-12 case b). In addition the correct number of contained building block
templates (cf. C7) is also checked (cf. case a).
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Figure B-12: Consistency check: loop template
Regarding the conditional template, no separate check is required for implementing hierarchically
separated modeling. A conditional template shall only contain unconnected building block templates
(cf. C13 and Figure B-13 case b). The correct number of contained building block templates (cf. C14)
is also checked (cf. case a).
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Figure B-13: Consistency check: conditional template
Concerning the declarative container template, the presence of a single start or end point (cf. C1) is
checked (cf. Figure B-14 case a and b). As defined in C1, both start and end point may contain
multiple building block templates if they are connected in parallel. The presence of an unconnected
building block template within a declarative work unit container is prohibited as well. This will only
be permitted if the container contains exactly one building block template. In that case, the building
block template will have to be unconnected (cf. C2 and Figure B-14 case c). Another check prohibits
cyclic dependencies between contained building block templates (cf. C3 and case d). Furthermore, a
consistent container must only contain consistent building block templates (cf. case e). Two other
checks deal with the existence constraint. It is ensured that no building block template in a container
requires and excludes the same activity (cf. C15 and case f). Finally, no building block template in a
container shall require another building block template that is not part of the container or one of its
contained building block templates (cf. C16 and case g).
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Figure B-14: Consistency check: declarative container template

B.2.3. Quality Management
This section discusses the realization of the agent structure utilized in Chapter 9 for automatic
software quality measure prioritizing. The agent structure must be capable of both realizing the
bidding process for the proactive measures and the voting process for the reactive measures. The
bidding process shall favor agents whose goals are not in a good state. If this is the case, an agent takes
place in the bidding process. If this applies for none of them, all can take place. If an agent wins one
round, it may place one of his proactive measures in the list from which, at a later time point, measures
for application will be selected. The voting process is different. Here, different agents vote on all
measures in the reactive measure list that are attributed to their goal. That way, measures supporting
multiple goals will have a higher probability to come to execution.
To be able to realize these two prioritizing processes, the agent structure is defined as depicted in
Figure B-15. The AGQM agent is responsible for managing the multi-agent system component. It
instantiates the other agents and determines whether a reactive or proactive measure will be proposed.
For each defined goal, a goal agent is instantiated. In the proactive section, the goal agents
communicate with the session agent to realize the bidding process. Thereby, the session agent takes
the role of the “buyer” and thus selects the proactive measure from the goal agent with the highest bid.
Each goal agent places bids according to its strategy. Initially, we have included three basic strategies.
The strategies ‘offensive’, ‘balanced’ and ‘defensive’ influence the starting bid of the agents as well as
win-or-lose adaptation based on the last bidding session. If insufficient points are left for the intended
bid, the agent bids all points it has left. If an agent has no points left, it cannot place bids anymore until
all agents have no points left, whereupon all points are reset to their initial value. Each agent has a list
of proactive measures it could offer. Goals known to be at risk due to GKPI deviation are elevated to
participation status in the bidding. If no report containing GKPI violations is received, all agents
participate.
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Figure B-15: Agent structure
The reactive section is realized by the vote agent. Each time a report is received, the vote agent creates
a weighted list of reactive measures using the report. To elicit the weight of each measure, the vote
agent communicates with the goal agents. For each measure, a goal agent evaluates whether that
measure is associated to its goal via the aforementioned connection of measures, metrics, KPIs, and
goals. In each voting process, a goal agent distributes all of its points (initially allocated at the
beginning of the iteration) uniformly to all measures in the current report that are associated to its goal.
If multiple agents vote on one measure, the points are aggregated. If no report has been received yet,
the voting process cannot be conducted. In that case, a proactive session is substituted. That way, the
multi-agent system component creates a new ordered list of measures that mirror the predefined
importance of the project’s quality goals.

B.3. Algorithms
This Chapter includes a set of additional algorithms not discussed in the main chapter of this work.

B.3.1. Basic Workflow Enactment
This section deals with algorithms needed for contextually extended workflow enactment as discussed
in Chapter 7.

Activity Marking
This section shows algorithms for marking omittable and repeatable activities.
Omittable Activities. Activities in a workflow can be omitted due to the XOR pattern. In that case,
there are points in the execution when it is clear that the execution of the respective activity will not
happen in this instance of the workflow. These points correspond to the execution of other activities
called terminator activities as described in Chapter 7. Algorithm B-1 is used to mark omittable
activities and establish connections between an omittable activity and its terminator activity.
Algorithm B-1: markOmittable (Pseudo Code for marking omittable activities)

Require: Decomposed Workflow list P {Blocks, Activities}, List targetBranch, List
activitiesToConnect
1: for all elements in targetBranch do
2:
if not activitiesToConnect.empty()
3:
connectNodes(element, activitiesToConnect, ‘omittable’)
4:
end if
5:
if element  blocks
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6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

List childConnectActivities ← activitiesToConnect
if element  xors
for all element.branches do
if not branch.isEmpty()
List newTerminatorActivities ← Ø
getTerminatorActivities(P, branch, newTerminatorActivities, false, true)

12:
markOmittable(P, branch, childConnectActivities  newTerminatorActivities)
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
else
16:
for all element.branches do
17:
markOmittable(P, branch, childConnectActivities)
18:
end for
19:
end if
20:
end if
21: end for

The algorithm is explained in the following and graphically illustrated in Example B-1. The algorithm
takes the decomposed workflow list discussed in Chapter 7 as input as well as a decomposed
workflow list representing the point in the workflow where this execution of the algorithm should
operate on. For the initial execution on a workflow, this will be the whole workflow. It also expects a
list of activities, whose execution triggers the deactivation of a particular activity that is empty at the
beginning (called terminator activities). The algorithm iterates through the workflow list and when
there are terminator activities (activitiesToConnect) it marks the current activities as omittable and
connects it bidirectionally with its terminator activities (Line 3) (cf. connectNodes() and the activities
1-5 in the example). This is needed for each activity when a workflow is executed later on. However,
the algorithm also adds the markings to the blocks. These markings will be used to facilitate the
making of activities that are inserted into the workflow when it is already running (cf. Algorithm B-2).
If the algorithm encounters a block, a new list is created (Line 5 and 6). This new list is used for new
terminator activities of the encountered block and other blocks within it. This is done since the lists are
passed as call-by-reference so that each level of the recursion has its own list that can also be used for
further levels of the recursion but does not change the lists of upper levels of the recursion. That way,
in Line 6 only the values in the list are copied (cf. e.g. in recursion Rec1 in the example). This is done
because activities can be deactivated by multiple other activities. Consider e.g., multiple nested XOR
patterns: An activity within an inner XOR pattern can be deactivated by activities of other branches of
each of that XOR patterns. If a XOR block is encountered, the next step is the determination of the
terminator activities for the current branch of that XOR pattern (Line 10 and 11) (cf. the initial call and
the Rec2 recursion in the example). This is done by the algorithm getTerminatorActivities already
described in Chapter 7. The algorithm is then called recursively for the current branch with the current
childConnectActivities list and the new terminator activities for the current branch (Line 12). The
same happens if another pattern as XOR is encountered (Line 16-20) (in that case without new
terminator activities).
Example B-1 (markOmittable Steps):
For this example, the workflow used for Example 7-15 in Chapter 7 has been slightly adapted to
contain two nested XORs to better demonstrate the XOR handling. Therefore, Figure B-16 and Figure
B-17 show the adapted workflow and the concrete steps executed, both indicating the different
recursion levels.
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Figure B-16: markOmittable workflow
Since no activities follow the XOR1 pattern, the termination of the whole workflow is taken as
terminator activity for all comprised activities. For activity 4, also the succeeding activity 5 is added.
Call
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Figure B-17: markOmittable steps
Repeatable Activities. Due to the LOOP pattern, activities specified in a process model can be
repeatable and can occur more than once in its execution. Therefore, they have to be marked so that
the context management component is aware of this fact an can create new instances of the relating
concepts when an activity is repeated. When activities are repeatable it may also be of interest to know
when another execution of these can no more happen for a given workflow instance. This is a
somehow similar case to the omittable activities and the XOR pattern: At certain points in the
execution, it is clear that the respective looped activity will not be executed another time. This point is
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the execution of the first activity after the LOOP. In the case of multiple nested LOOP patterns this
applies to the outer LOOP pattern. Due to the similarity to the markOmittable Algorithm we refrain
from separately discussing the markRepeatable algorithm.
Adaptation Markings. As discussed in Chapter 7, newly inserted activities are analyzed and marked
by a separate algorithm instead of re-running all initial marking algorithms. This involves different
cases. First, there are different markings: the ‘repeatable’ marking, the ‘omittable’ marking, the list of
activities an activity terminates, and the list of activities that are terminated by the activity. The first
three markings apply for all activities of one branch while the last one, indicating an activity as a
terminator activity, only applies for the first activity in a branch or the first activity in a branch after a
XOR or LOOP pattern. Different situations require that the algorithm adopts the marking in different
ways. These situations are explained in the following and illustrated in Figure B-18, starting with the
generic case and showing the more specific cases afterwards (where this is a refinement, i.e., the
generic cases also apply to the more specific cases):
1. Inserted into a list, not as first element (i.e., the list represents the workflow instance or a
branch of a pattern): In this case, only the markings (repeatable, omittable, and the connection
to the terminator activities) have to be adopted from any other activity in the branch. It is
assumed that in this case, the list in which the activity has been inserted cannot have been
empty before because it can only be the entire workflow instance, a branch of an AND pattern,
or a LOOP pattern. None of these would make sense without any contained activities.
2. Inserted as first element into a list (representing the workflow instance or a branch of a
pattern): Being the first element in the list, the insert activity can be the terminator activity for
other activities. As it is assumed (as in case 1) that the list was not empty before, the
connections to activities that are terminated by the current activity can be acquired from the
former first activity in the list, which is now the second activity. This activity might also be a
pattern containing multiple activities. However, for this algorithm this does not matter as the
marking that have been previously applied to the workflow lists treat patterns (blocks) from
the outside like simple activities and apply the same markings to them.
3. Inserted into a list after a LOOP pattern in the same branch (i.e., the list represents the
workflow instance or a branch of a pattern): The activities in the LOOP pattern are repeatable
and need terminator activities to indicate that they will not be repeated again. Therefore, the
LOOP and all containing activities have to get the inserted activity be added as a terminator
activity. Taking a naive approach, one might assume simply taking the markings from the
successor of the inserted activity suffices. However, it is possible that it is not a successor in
the workflow instance.
4. Inserted into a list after a XOR pattern in the same branch (i.e., the list represents the
workflow instance or a branch of a pattern): In principle, this is the same case as the previous
one. However, XOR patterns have one special property: If they have an empty branch it is
possible that no activity of the XOR pattern comes to execution. This, in turn, implies that the
newly inserted activity must also be added to the activities of a XOR or LOOP pattern directly
before the XOR pattern that is the predecessor of the inserted activity.
5. Inserted into a list that represents the empty branch of a XOR pattern: In this case, no activity
is in place in the list to adopt the markings from. Therefore, the markings can be adopted from
an activity in another branch and mutual terminator activity markings have to be established
between the branches.
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Figure B-18: Marking cases for inserted activities

In the following, Algorithm B-2 is presented that applies the markings for a newly inserted activity:
Algorithm B-2: markInsertedActivity (Pseudo Code for marking newly inserted activities)
Require: List targetBranch, Activity target, Block surroundingPattern
1: if not targetBranch.size == 1
2:
Element element ← targetBranch.getPreviousElement(target)
3:
if element == NULL
4:
element ← targetBranch.getNextEelement(target)
6:
end if
7:
adoptMarkings(target, element)
8: end if
9: if targetBranch.firstElement == target
10:
if not targetBranch.size == 1
11:
connectTerminatorActivity(target,targetBranch.getNextElement(target))
12:
end if
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13:
if surroundingPattern == XOR and targetBranch.size == 1
14:
Boolean outerMarkings ← false
15:
for all surroundingPattern.branches do
16:
if not branch == targetBranch
17:
if not outerMarkings
18:
adoptMarkings(target, branch.getFirstActivity)
19:
outerMarkings ← true
20:
end if
21:
target.omittableTerminators.add(branch.getFirstActivity)
22:
branch.getFirstActivity.terminatesActivity.add(target)
23:
for all branch.activities do
24:
activity.omittableTerminators.add(target)
25:
target.terminatesActivity.add(activity)
26:
end for
27:
end if
28:
end for
29:
end if
30: else
31:
Element prevEl = targetBranch.getPreviousElement(target)
32:
while not prevEl == null
33:
if prevEl == (LOOP or XOR)
34:
addAsTerminatorActivity(prevEl , target)
35:
if prevEl == XOR and containsEmptyBranch(prevEl)
36:
prevEl ← targetBranch.getPreviousElement(prevEl)
37:
else
38:
prevEl ← NULL
39:
end if
40:
else
41:
prevEl ← NULL
42:
end if
43:
end while
44: end if

Algorithm B-2 takes as input a newly inserted activity, its branch, and the pattern surrounding that
branch. First, the algorithm deals with case 1, which is the simplest case: In Line 1-8 it inherits the
markings (repeatable, omittable, and potential terminator activities) from another activity in the same
branch. This is only done if the new activity is not the only one in the branch, which might be the case
if the surrounding pattern is a XOR pattern. Case 2 is dealt with in Lines 9 - 12: if the new activity is
the first in the target branch, the list of activities it terminates is taken from the former first activity in
the branch that is now the second one. The next case processed involves insertion within the empty
branch of a XOR pattern (case 5). In this case, all markings are adopted from the first activity of
another branch (Lines 13-20). This is done to establish connections to the other activities that are
outside of the XOR pattern because the first activity of each branch of a XOR pattern has equivalent
relations to activities that are outside of the XOR pattern. The mutual marking of the activities of the
different branches in the XOR pattern are then applied in Lines 21-26: First, the first activity of each
branch is added to the terminator activities of the newly inserted one. The latter is then added to the
terminator activities of all activities in the other branches in the XOR. The final part of the algorithm
(Lines 30-44) deals with cases 3 and 4. It takes the predecessor of the inserted activity and, if it is a
LOOP or XOR, it adds the new activity to its terminator activities. In case of an XOR, this action is
repeated. The function used to add the terminator activity (in this case addAsTerminatorActivity()) also
applies the marking recursively to all activities contained in the LOOP / XOR.

Computational Complexity of the Algorithms
To conclude this section regarding algorithms, we will elaborate briefly on their computational
complexity. For most of them, however, this is not a critical issue as they are applied during build
time. Furthermore, their complexity depends on the elements in the modeled workflows and the
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number of these elements is recommended to be kept rather small for various reasons. For example,
[MRv10] recommends to keep the number of nodes in a workflow below 50. Our practical experiences
show that it is very uncommon that a huge number of workflows or workflows with a huge number of
elements are created in a modeling session. Also, only one of the algorithms (markInsertedActivity) is
to be executed during runtime and this might impact operational performance. Therefore, we have put
emphasis on a low complexity for this algorithm. In Table B-2 the complexity of the different
algorithms is shown.
Table B-2: Complexity of the Algorithms
Algorithm
decomposeWorkflow
markOmittable
markRepeatable
getTerminatorActivities
markInsertedActivity

Complexity
O(#nodes in workflow)
O(#elements in list x #XORs.branches)
O(#elements in list x #LOOPS)
O(#elements in list x #element.branches)
O(#surroundingPattern.branches x #branch.activities +#preceding LOOPS or XORS)

The algorithm ‘decomposeWorkflow’ directly depends on the number of nodes in the analyzed
workflow. The other three build time algorithms depend on the number of elements in the output list
of the first workflow, as well as on the number of branches of the workflow patterns. However, as the
build time algorithms are executed in a row or respectively call each other, an overall computational
complexity for analyzing one modeled workflow can be expressed as follows:
O(#nodes + (#elements in list x #XORs.branches) x (#elements in list x #element.branches) +
(#elements in list x #XORs.branches) x (#elements in list x #element.branches))
= O(#nodes + (#elements in list)² x #XORs.branches x #element.branches + (#elements in list)² x
#LOOPS x #element.branches)
= O(#nodes + (#XORs.branches + #LOOP) x (#elements in list)² x #element.branches)
Having the properties of the workflows just discussed in mind, this complexity seems quite adequate
and should not hamper modeling. Nevertheless, we have managed to realize ‘markInsertedActivity’
with a much smaller complexity, as it is to be executed during runtime for every activity inserted into
a potentially running workflow instance. For brevity, we omit a separate discussion of the algorithms
for extrinsic workflow generation as they operate on similar structures. Furthermore, extrinsic
workflows are mostly smaller than intrinsic ones as they are enacted.

B.3.2. Extrinsic Workflow Generation
This section presents algorithms related to the generation of workflows from the declarative
specification we have introduced in Chapter 8.
The algorithm BBtreatment() is utilized to convert building blocks into parts of an executable
workflow. The conversion is abstracted (from the creation of context and process management
concepts) using simple functions as, e.g., insertNode() for the insertion of one activity into a
workflow.
Algorithm B-3: BBtreatment
(Pseudo Code for inserting building blocks into workflow)
Require: Building Block BB, Work Unit Container skeleton, Arc marker
Return: String errorCode
1: String errorCode ← empty String
2: if BB  Activities
3:
insertNode(BB, skeleton, marker)
4: else if BB  Sequences
5:
errorCode ← sequenceTreatment(BB, skeleton, marker)
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6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

else if BB  Parallels
errorCode ← parallelTreatment(BB, skeleton, marker)
else if BB  Loops
errorCode ← loopTreatment(BB, skeleton, marker)
else if BB  Conditionals
errorCode ← conditionalTreatment(BB, skeleton, marker)
end if
return errorCode

The algorithm expects a building block as well as the workflow skeleton to be extended including a
position marker as input. If that building block is a simple activity, it is inserted into the workflow. If it
is of another type, the insertion is handled by specialized algorithms. One of these,
parallelTreatment() is exemplarily discussed in Algorithm B-4.
Algorithm B-4: parallelTreatment
(Pseudo Code for inserting a parallel into a workflow)
Require: Building Block BB, Work Unit Container skeleton, Arc marker
Return: String errorCode
1: String errorCode ← empty String
2: if BB.parallelBBset is empty
3:
return “emptyParallel”
4: else if BB.parallelBBset.size < 2
5:
errorCode ← BBtreatment(parBB, skeleton, marker)
6: else
7:
AndSplit split ← insertParSplit(marker, skeleton)
8:
List branches ← new List()
9:
for all BB.parallelBBset do
10:
insertBranch(split, marker)
11:
errorCode ← BBtreatment(parBB, skeleton, marker)
12:
branches.add(marker)
13:
end for
14:
insertParJoin (marker, split, skeleton, branches)
15: end if
16: return errorCode

parallelTreatment inserts no pattern if no building block is contained in the parallel. If it contains only
one building block, no pattern is needed either but only the building block is inserted. If multiple
building blocks are contained, each is added in a separate branch of an AND pattern.
For brevity, we will refrain from discussing the computational complexity also for the extrinsic
workflow generation. As stated in Chapter 8, the modeled workflows can contain many activities.
However, for the workflow generation algorithms, the number of activities that are really in place for a
specific situation is important. Usually, this is a rather small subset of the modeled activities.
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C. Basic Actions for Process Enactment
This appendix discusses concrete actions to be performed in order to enact processes with the CPM
framework.

Create Project
When a project and its process realized by a structure of workflows have been created with the
template concepts, that structure can be used for concrete project executions. Therefore, a concrete
project including its process must be created in the CPM framework. The action for this is shown in
the following. Note that we assume that a project only has one defined process. This is an abstraction
that may not hold for all projects, however, multiple processes for one project can be added with low
effort within the CPM framework.
This action is applied to create a new project with its associated work unit container.
Preconditions: Input: project template ∧ roles, project components, and tools required by the assigned work unit
container template.
Actions:
x Create project concept.
x Create contained areas as defined in template
x Apply: Create Work Unit Container
Output: project with work unit container in state ‘Created’.
The ‘Create Project’ action implies the creation of its associated process that is captured by one basic
work unit container (and its potential sub work unit containers). The latter is created by the following
action ‘Create work unit container.

Create Work Unit Container
This action is applied to create a new work unit container from a work unit container template. As
opposed to WfMS where workflow instances are directly started from their templates, the containers
in the CPM framework are created without starting them (or the relating WfMS workflow instances).
Thus, a workflow structure for the complete process of a project can be created without having to start
each of the future workflow instances.
Preconditions: Input: work unit container template ∧ values for roles, project components, and tools
Actions:
x Create work units as defined in template and assign to work unit container.
x Create assignment as defined in template and assign to work unit container.
x Create assignment activities as defined in template and assign to assignment.
x Create atomic tasks as defined in template and assign to assignment activities.
x Assign concrete tools to atomic tasks as defined in template.
x Set process variables as defined in the template.
x Assign concrete humans for the container roles.
x Assign concrete inputs/outputs for container (including structure of project components as
defined in super/subCompsSet properties).
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x

Assign main human with main role also to the assignment. Distribute the humans filling the
roles of the container to the work units. Add responsible party of each work unit to the relating
assignment activity.
x For all defined dependencies defined by the template for work units, apply the action ‘Create
work unit container’ to create the containers (and work units) that are the targets of the
dependencies and then connect them via the ‘Add work unit to work unit dependency’ and
‘Add work unit to container dependency’ actions.
Output: work unit container in state ‘Created’.
After a concrete work unit container has been created, it remains in the state created and also does not
automatically initiate the start of its relating workflow instance. This has the advantage that for a
project, its whole process can be prepared with a workflow structure without having to start one or
more of the involved work unit containers or workflow instances. When all concepts and information
is in place, a work unit container can be explicitly started including the creation / start of its relating
workflow instance. To start a project, its top-level container thus has to be started. The action to
execute such a start is shown in the following.

Start Work Unit Container
This action is applied to start a work unit container.
Preconditions: work unit container must be in status ‘Created’.
Input: work unit container
Actions:
x Instantiate a new workflow instance from a workflow template that is connected to the
template of the current work unit container.
x Connect the workflow instance and the work unit container.
x Set work unit container status to ‘Started’.
Output: work unit container in state ‘Started’.
When a container and its associated workflow instance is running, its progress is governed by the
work units that are the mappings of the activities in the workflow instance. With these, connections to
sub containers or human tasks (assignment activities) are managed as discussed in Chapter 7. Thus a
sound management of their states and especially their termination is crucial as the workflow instance
can only continue when one or more active work units terminate. Therefore, the action for checking if
a work unit may terminate is explicitly defined in the following.

Check Work Unit Termination
This action is applied to check if a work unit can terminate.
Preconditions: work unit must be in state ‘Started’.
Input: work unit
Actions:
x Check if associated assignment activity is finished.
x Check if required guidance has been used, i.e. guidance in ‘guidanceSet’ (of related
assignment activities or project components or, if it is the final work unit of the assignment,
also the assignment) are satisfied.
x Check dependencies of work unit are satisfied, i.e. if they are ‘finalized’ (or, in case of a work
unit dependency with ‘oneShot’ behavior ‘executed’).
Output: work unit in state ‘Started or ‘Finished’.
As discussed in this chapter, the CPM concept applies multiple instances of the concepts relating to a
looped activity in the WfMS. That means, if a WfMS activity is executed repeatedly due to a loop, the
relating work unit and related concepts are already finished. So a new work unit instance has to be
created, supplied with the values for markings and human activities from the prior work unit instance,
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and has to be linked with the latter as well as with other containers and work units the prior work unit
instance had dependency connections to. This is managed explicitly by the following action.

Create new Work Unit Instance
This action is applied to create a new instance of a work unit if the relating workflow activity is
executed multiple times in a loop.
Preconditions: work unit must be in state ‘Finished’ and relating WfMS activity comes to execution
again.
Input: work unit
Actions:
x Create new work unit and relating activity concepts and adopt values from the prior work unit.
x If the work unit is defined for single execution by the singleExec property only create the
work unit without any other concepts and start it. That way, the new instance will terminate
immediately like a ‘blind activity’ that will have no effect on the container and be invisible to
the human.
x Check if work unit has a dependency. If yes, create the same dependencies for the new work
unit. If the target container (or the container containing the target work unit) has a planned
successor iteration (via the futureExec property), take that container as the target and link it
with the new work unit. If there is no future iteration, create a new container with the values in
place and link it with the new work unit.
x Check for a dependency who had the prior work unit instance as a target. If there are one or
more of these having the lastShot behavior, link the dependency to the new work unit
instance.
x Start the work unit.
Output: new work unit in state ‘Started’.
As discussed many times in this work, SE process enactment is rather dynamic and thus changes to the
workflow structure of a project might often be necessary. For example, a new workflow instance /
work unit container may have to be added due to a changed or new customer requirement that needs to
be realized. Such a new container has to be integrated into the workflow structure by adding new
dependencies between that new container and a container that is part of the workflow structure.
Therefore, in the following, concrete actions for adding such dependencies are shown starting with the
dependency of a work unit to another container.

Add Work Unit to Container Dependency
This action is applied to create a new dependency between a source work unit and a target work unit
container.
Preconditions: Source work unit and target work unit container must be in state ‘Created’ or ‘Started’.
Input: source work unit ∧ target work unit container
Actions:
x Create dependency.
Output: newly connected work unit and container as illustrated in Figure C-1.
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Figure C-1: Add work unit to container dependency
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The addition of a dependency from a work unit to another work unit in another container is also
possible as shown in the following.
Add Work Unit to Work Unit Dependency
This action is applied to create a new dependency between a source work unit and a target work unit.
Preconditions: source and target work units in state ‘Created’ or ‘Started’.
Input: source work unit ∧ target work unit ∧ definition of behavior of new dependency
Actions:
x Create dependency.
Output: newly connected work units as illustrated in Figure C-2.
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Figure C-2: Add work unit to work unit dependency
Changes to the workflow structure of a project may not only imply adding new requirements and
additional workflow instances. It is also possible that, for example, a requirement can be canceled
because its realization turns out to be unfeasible or too expensive. In such a case one or more
containers might have to be excluded from the workflow structure. This implies removing
dependencies between containers and / or work units. The actions for this are shown in the following
starting with the removing of a dependency to a container.

Remove Container Dependency
This action is applied to remove mutual dependencies between work units in a source work unit
container and a target work unit container.
Preconditions: source and target in state ‘Created’ or ‘Started’.
Input: source work unit container ∧ target work unit container
Actions:
x For all dependencies of work units in the source container to work units in the target container
where the source and target work units are in state ‘created’ or ‘running’, apply: Remove
work unit dependency.
Output: -.
Same as for a container, a work unit can also have a dependency to another work unit that also might
need to be removed. The relating action is shown in the following.

Remove Work Unit Dependency
This action is applied to remove a dependency between a source work unit and a target work unit or a
container.
Preconditions: source and target in state ‘Created’ or ‘Started’.
Input: source work unit ∧ (target work unit container ∨ target work unit)
Actions:
x Delete dependency
x For the source work unit apply: Check Work Unit Termination.
Output: -.
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Another frequent change we have perceived in the projects of our industry partners is the moving of an
activity / requirement / workflow instance from one point in the process to another. This happens in
iterative development, when an activity is to be executed within one iteration but cannot be finished
therein. Iteration deadlines are mostly firm and thus the activity (and its workflow instance) is
transferred to another iteration. To facilitate this, the following action shows the moving of
dependencies.

Move Work Unit Dependency
This action is applied to move a dependency between an old source work unit and a target work unit or
a container to a new source work unit.
Preconditions: old and new source and target in state ‘Created’ or ‘Started’.
Input: old source work unit ∧ new source work unit ∧ (target work unit container ∨ target work unit)
Actions:
x If target is a work unit apply for new source and target: Add Work Unit to Work Unit
Dependency, else apply Add Work Unit to Container Dependency.
x If target is a work unit apply for old source and target: Remove Work Unit Dependency, else
apply Remove Container Dependency.
Output: newly connected concepts as illustrated in Figure C-3 (upper half for container dependency
and lower half for work unit dependency).
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Figure C-3: Move work unit dependency
One thing that also happens frequently in projects is the situation that activities must be handed over
from one human to another. The cause for this might be for example the unavailability of one human
or that an activity has been assigned to a whole team and the team leader then passes it on to a
concrete human best suitable for the activity. For such cases, we have applied two different actions for
distributing human activities. The first one, shown in the following, deals with the distribution of one
concrete assignment activity from one human to another.

Distribute Activity
This action is applied to change the executing human of an assignment activity.
Preconditions: assignment activity must be in status ‘Created’, ‘Active’, or ‘Inactive’.
Input: assignment activity ∧ human
Actions:
x Remove executing human.
x Set new human as executor.
Output: assignment activity with new executor.
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Another specific case is the distribution of a more complex activity, an assignment, from one human to
another. In this case, the assignment might already be started and all comprised assignment activities
must still be transferred to the new executor as shown in the following.

Distribute Assignment
This action is applied to change the executing human of an assignment and all of his related
assignment activities belonging to that assignment.
Preconditions: assignment in state ‘Active’ or ‘Inactive’.
Input: assignment ∧ old executor ∧ new executor
Actions:
x Remove executing human of assignment.
x Set new executor as executor of assignment.
x For all assignment activities having the old executor and that are in state ‘created’ or ‘running’
apply Distribute activity with the new executor.
Output: assignment with new executor.
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